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Abstract
With the past decades of a growing trend in the western-world where knowledge workers are
replacing traditional workers the importance of finding ways to attract, retain and engage the
former is becoming even more challenging as the preferences of this kind of workers is totally
different than for other workers. Non-monetary rewards such as achievement, autonomy and
feedback have for a long time been highlighted by researchers to be of importance, yet the
human relations departments (HR) still seem not to have realized the importance of such
rewards and while HR strategies often are focusing on total rewards as a summary of monetary
and non-monetary rewards there is a lack of an uniform ranking of the importance in between
them.

The purpose of this thesis is to make a ranking of the non-monetary rewards being most
valuable for a knowledge worker to retain them within a company. The job mobility for this
group is high and failing to retain them would except for short-term costs and organizational
knowledge loss risk to create a lack of competitive advantage in long-term.

Based on an extensive review of literature and papers by both researchers and practitioners with
aspect to motivation theories, knowledge workers and rewards a theoretical framework has been
constructed derived to five propositions which have been tested in a single case study. The
empirical  data  was  collected  from a  case  being  described  in-depth  and  consist  of  archival  data
from employee surveys during seven years of time which have been supported by interviews and
observations to achieve a triangulation of data. During analysis the findings have been put in
relation to the environmental factors present within the case to achieve a rich and trustworthy
case study.

The findings confirms earlier research that autonomy is  one  of  the  highest  ranked  reward  for  a
knowledge worker but that affiliation is  of  equal  or  even  higher  importance.  The  result  also
indicates that the difference between knowledge workers and other kinds of workers with aspect
to affiliation is low or even non-existent. The thesis has also shown that autonomy, praise/recognition
and career/personal development is of far more importance for a knowledge worker than for other
kind of workers which may act as an important input to HR professionals.

Furthermore this thesis has by the construct of a theoretical framework based on content
theories of motivation contributed with a theoretical ground to the system of total rewards
defined by HR professionals.
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1 Introduction
With the past decades of a growing trend in the western-world of knowledge workers replacing
traditional workers the importance of finding ways to retain the knowledge workers is becoming
even more challenging. A knowledge worker has specialist knowledge and is often involved in
developing new products, processes or services (Lee-Kelley, et al., 2007) and innovation is part
of both the task and responsibility (Drucker, 1999). Knowledge workers in general have a high
job mobility and the organizational knowledge loss thus risk to be high (Englmaier, et al., 2014;
Nelson & McCann, 2010), especially since “knowledge is a highly mobile resource, stored in the
heads of individuals, and knowledge workers can easily take it with them” (Matzler, et al., 2004,
p. 1180). Hence, several kinds of organizational knowledge loss is put on stake such as knowing
what, how, why or who (Lee & Strong, 2003) and if the company fails to retain the knowledge
workers they except for short term costs for hiring, training and productivity thus also risk a
competence drain which may reduce the long-term performance and competitive advantage
(Nelson & McCann, 2010).

1.1 Background

In today´s business environment a company cannot just buy the competence and expect them to
stay within the company. Monetary rewards can be a very powerful tool but may not bring the
desirable outcomes if not being properly designed (Aguinis, et al., 2013) and hence, the rewards
needs to be valued by the employee aiming to target the employee’s different preferences based
on the organizational level (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012). The full package of potential
monetary and non-monetary rewards being valued by the employees thus needs to be taken into
consideration and it is important to identify and focus on the most critical ones in order to retain
the employees.

One way of approaching the effect of a reward is from the efficiency in satisfying the individual
needs since normally this also influences the contribution from the reward to achieve the
business objectives (Kressler, 2003). Furnham, et al. (2009) argues that the presence of factors
that motivates an individual is dictating whether an individual is satisfied at work and hence, the
optimal reward is both being highly valued by the knowledge worker while also bringing
motivation. An examination and understanding of different motivation theories is thus really
helpful in forming human resource policy’s including payment policy’s, personnel development
and career strategies (Kressler, 2003). Furthermore, motivation is also interrelated to
engagement, satisfaction, commitment and intention to quit – four indicators commonly used in
and measured in HR practices (Nohria, et al., 2008). A thesis aiming to find rewards being
valuable for a knowledge worker would thus be incomplete without considering motivational
theories from earlier research, in particular content theories by famous researchers like Maslow
(1943), McClelland (1961) and Herzberg (1968).

1.2 Problem discussion

There is a wide base of research focusing on what is motivating employees even though the
research is scarcer with aspect to knowledge workers as a specific group. The literature suggests
that a knowledge worker in general needs autonomy and freedom within the work (Drucker,
1999); they tend to be highly individualistic (Wang & Ahmed, 2003); they are prone to own
accomplishments (Mládková, et al., 2015) and they are in a need of continuous personal
development to advance in their career (Drucker, 1999). Based on a review of scholar research,
practitioner research and HR strategies there however seems to be a gap of knowledge which
kind of rewards that are to be considered as being the most valuable ones. For more than 50
years research have highlighted non-monetary rewards such as intrinsic to the job itself, by
Herzberg, et al., (1959) named so-called motivators such as achievement, autonomy and
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feedback but still today companies HR departments have not realized their importance
(Giancola,  2014).  Even though HR strategies often are focusing on total  rewards as a summary
of  monetary  and  non-monetary  rewards,  there  are  only  a  few  studies  permitting  a  ranking  in
between them. The rewards are in most cases also implemented without any theoretical grounds
(Ramlall, Sep 2004) even if there in recent years are some practitioners e.g. Aon Hewitt (2012)
referring to well known motivational theories such as Maslow, (1943) and Herzberg (1968).

Rewards and compensation aims to motivate and increase the performance of employees (Malmi
& Brown, 2008) and bring incentives to attract and retain employees having both an effort-
directing purpose as well as to bring motivational benefits (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012). In
normal HR practices rewards and compensation thus forms an important part of the
management control system as shown in Table 1.1 (Malmi & Brown, 2008, p. 292).

Cultural Controls
Clans Values Symbols

Planning Cybernetic Controls
Reward and

Compensation
Long range

planning
Action

Planning
Budgets Financial

Measurement
Systems

Non-Financial
Measurement

Systems

Hybrid
Measurement

Systems
Administrative Controls

Governance Structure Organizational structure Policies and Procedures
Table 1.1 Management control systems package

Already more than 50 years ago McGregor (1960, p. 65) stated that “commitment to objectives is
a function of the rewards associated with their achievement” and in the past decade(s) the
reward and compensation package have by diverse management consultant firms and HR
strategies been translated to a concept of total rewards, basically bringing an overview containing
all monetary and non-monetary rewards for the employees (Aon Hewitt, 2012; WorldatWork,
2010; Sibson consulting, 2016).

A majority of the scholar researchers suggest non-monetary rewards to bring the most positive
result. Drucker (1998) claim that intrinsic challenges of work are a more important factor for
knowledge worker motivation than financial rewards and Chen, et al. (1999) also suggest
intrinsically rewarding as beneficial and that fixed rewards are preferable to variable rewards
when dealing with knowledge workers. Schlechter et al. (2014) highlights rewards (monetary and
non-monetary) as critical for talent management where remuneration and benefits are most
attractive by knowledge workers. Petroni & Colacino (2008) highlight the traditional HR path of
incentives, rewards and recognition for engineers and particularly status, authority and
promotion as most suitable. Further research by Lau & Roopnarain (2014) found that only
nonfinancial measures have a significant importance on job performance and non-financial
rewards like work-balance, learning and career advancement were by Schlechter et al. (2015)
shown to be significantly positive factors for job attractiveness. The results from various
researches however shows on a spread between what is being most valued and even if all factors
are included in the total reward systems there is still a lack of research papers providing a ranking
between these factors.

With aspect to monetary rewards there are still some scholar research showing on positive
effects on e.g. individual and organizational performance (Sturman, et al., 2003) and motivation
(Pouliakas & Theodossiou, 2012). In a study of 648 engineer professionals, the monetary
incentives were also considered as highly important as it represents the proof of the internal
rating within the organization and “thus a small salary differential with other non-knowledge
workers causes a breach of the engineer´s sense of self-esteem and professional pride” (Petroni
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& Colacino, 2008, p. 28). There is a however a negative association if the amount is low and also
a risk for insignificance over time (Pouliakas, 2010). Hence, the justice and equity factor of
rewards is also factor that must not be neglected..

1.3  Problem formulation and purpose

There is a variety of results from both scholar and practitioner research with aspect to different
rewards  and  factors  for  motivating  knowledge  workers,  yet  there  is  a  lack  of  a  common view.
The total reward system by practitioners also lists the rewards without considering the theoretical
foundation (Ramlall, Sep 2004) and hence, by making a literature review of recent and previous
scholar research of motivation theories connected to rewards found to be suitable for knowledge
workers, this thesis will aim to answer the question

Which are the most valuable rewards for retaining a knowledge worker?

The purpose of this thesis is to rank the most valuable non-monetary rewards to retain
knowledge workers and to bring a guideline to companies which kind of rewards to focus on in
their total reward packages to avoid organizational knowledge loss. If successful, this may create
a competitive advantage for the company (Giancola, 2014; Nelson & McCann, 2010).

1.4 Delimitations

There are a numerous different concepts defined in the literature with an obvious overlapping
content such as attract, retain, motivate, engage, job satisfaction, reward, incentive,
compensation, intrinsic, extrinsic etc. and it is expected that many of the concepts are partly or
fully interacting with each other. To simplify and limit the number of concepts to be included in
this thesis, the author will use the following expressions for classification of factors related to the
concept of valuable rewards for knowledge workers.

Valuable: The main driver for engagement and job satisfaction of a knowledge worker includes
the  full  package  of  rewards  and  is  also  expected  to  be  fully  interrelated  to  motivation.  The
presence of factors that motivates an individual is considered to dictate whether an individual is
satisfied at work (Furnham, et al., 2009) and such factors are the once being valuable. Even if it
has been suggested that the driving factors for attracting employees are not necessarily the same
as factors for retaining or engage employees (Aon Hewitt , 2012) often the different concepts of
attracting, retaining and motivating are bundled into one concept due to the expected
interrelationship between them. This paper will use research from motivation, knowledge
workers and rewards with a focus on the retention thus leaving the differentiation between
attraction, retention and engagement to future research.

Motivation: There is a variety of motivational theories as well as classifications of them. This thesis
will mainly use content theories describing what motivates the knowledge worker while only
briefly mentioning process theories and other emerging theories describing why or how they  are
motivated. The purpose of this thesis is to rank the rewards being valuable for the knowledge
worker to retain within the company and is not considering if the knowledge worker is pulled or
pushed towards the organizational goal or being pushed. Hence, e.g. incentive/rewards theories
of motivation considered to have a more behavioral focus are deselected from the study and he
same reasoning applies to whether the motivation is being intrinsic or extrinsic which is also
further described below.

Rewards: Rewards is used synonymously with incentives as well as compensation even if the
timing  when  providing  a  reward  may  differ  as  well  as  if  there  is  a  target/goal  behind.
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Furthermore this thesis will focus on non-monetary rewards while mainly discussing monetary
rewards in relation to dissatisfaction and justice. It is expected that Herzberg (1968) already
almost 50 years ago was correct - pay is no longer a reward, it's a pre-requisite that needs to be
fulfilled in order not to create dissatisfaction. Rewards as well as motivation are often classified
as intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic refers to doing something for joy or interest while extrinsic
means doing something based on the outcome (Ryan & Deci, 2000), however such classification
referring to psychological states of the reward will not be used even if the single terms still may
be referred to.

Knowledge worker: there are a variety of definitions of a knowledge worker and this paper will try to
combine the properties from various definitions to bundle the common factors while the main
focus will be on properties applicable to professions like engineers.

1.5 Limitations

This thesis corresponds to ten weeks of full-time study which brings a limitation with aspect to
data collection and hence no extensive surveys have been conducted. Furthermore, the archival
data in the form of employee attitude measurement which has been collected from the case
contained no raw data which have limited the possibility for a quantitative analysis with statistical
methods.

1.6 Thesis’ structure

The thesis structure starts with the Introduction chapter which brings the background and
motivation of the research question followed by the purpose of the thesis. The Theory chapter
presents the related theories and earlier research from motivation, knowledge workers and
rewards which is summarized in the Theoretical framework chapter to construct a research model and
define a number of propositions to be tested. In the Method chapter the research design and
detailed case context, the main methods used, the details of empirical data and analysis, and the
reliability and credibility will be described. The Empirical findings chapter is  summarizing  the
findings from the data collection related to the propositions with details of importance for the
Analysis chapter in which the propositions are tested and the findings discussed in relation to the
theory, earlier research and the context of the case. Finally, the Conclusions and Implications chapter
is answering the research question and purpose followed by suggestions for further research.
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2 Theory
The Theory chapter will present a literature review of motivation theory followed by earlier
research  with  aspect  to  knowledge  workers  and  rewards.  An  understanding  of  what  is  being
valued for an employee is considered to be strongly connected to the motivational factors for
employee retention and the three separate theory parts will show the foundation for the
theoretical framework.

2.1 Motivation theory

The term motivation origins from the Latin word movere which means movement (Steers,  et  al.,
2004) and like stated by Ryan & Deci (2000, p. 54) “to be motivated means to be moved to do
something.”. There is a extensive number of theories with aspect to motivation. A common
grouping is between content theories which are focusing on identifying what motivates people and
process theories focusing on how motivational choices are made as well as emerging theories like
control theories and agency theories (Muo, 2013). From the quote “everything we do, or do not
do, has its own motive” (Kressler, 2003, p. 1) combined with the target of this thesis, what
motivates a knowledge worker is selected to be most important but as it will be shown in this
chapter, interrelations between content theories, process theories as well as emerging theories are
existing and thus a complete elimination of the latter two would make the theory chapter
incomplete.

2.1.1 Content theories

Maslow (1943) presented his hierarchy theory of needs which have become one of the most
cited motivational theories. The theory describes a hierarchical pyramid of needs where the
psychological needs, safety needs and social needs must be fulfilled before ego and then self actualization
may take place. Even if there is a lack of other research supporting the order itself (Aon Hewitt,
2012; Bassous, 2015) the relation to total rewards makes it clear that all factors will have some
kind of influence, hence the bottom-up order is not considered as valid when performing a
ranking. In relation to Maslow and applied to work-related motivation, Bassous (2015) highlights
creative and challenging tasks, development opportunities, and autonomy; Ramlall (Sep 2004)
among other factors is mentioning challenges, creativity, praise and awards while Tonnquist
(2012) is describing freedom with responsibility, authority, title and promotion as motivators
required by workers.

Based  on  a  survey  of  200  accountants  and  engineers  Herzberg  et  al.  (1959)  found  satisfying
experiences intrinsic to the job itself, so-called motivators (achievement, recognition, the work
itself, responsibility, advancement and growth) and the corresponding dissatisfaction experiences
called hygiene factors mainly deriving from extrinsic non job related factors (company policy,
supervision, working conditions, interpersonal relations, salary, status, job security, personal life).
Removing the dissatisfiers would create a neutral state but motivation would only be possible
through the motivators (Ramlall, Sep 2004). This so-called two-factor theory has however been
criticized as the study is difficult to reproduce, individual and situational differences are not
considered  and  that  the  theory  is  too  much  of  a  simplification  (Matzler,  et  al.,  2004).  Such
simplification however fits well into the scope of ranking different rewards as the different
motivators easily can be translated to different kinds of rewards.

Influenced by Maslow, McGregor (1960) in his Human Side of Enterprise describes his assumptions
for Theory X, a human being who is lazy, dislikes work and avoid responsibilities. The other
assumption, Theory Y, is being committed when supported by rewards and exercise both self-
direction and self-control while also learning to seek responsibility. When motivation is the
driver, the theory Y was at that time considered by both McGregor and also by Peter F. Drucker
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(indirect in his book “The Practice of Management, 1954”) as the only sound way of managing
(Drucker, 1998). Drucker however later concluded that there is not only one way of managing
and points out that even full-time employees have to be managed as volunteers, like associates
and partners where all partners are equal and that especially with aspect to knowledge workers it
goes  beyond  the  Theory  X  and  Theory  Y  (Drucker,  1998).  Still,  the  property  of  a  Theory  Y
person is expected to fit well into the scope of the thesis and as the focus is to rank the most
valuable rewards it is selected as important in relation to a knowledge worker.

McClelland (1961) described in his publication “The Achieving Society” only three needs;
achievement  as the drive to excel and strive to succeed; power as the need of making other behave
in another direction; affiliation as the desire for friendly and close relationships (Ramlall, Sep
2004). Explained by (Miner, 2005) the achievement refers to situations where a personal
responsibility can be taken from an opportunity to get personal reward for the outcome. The
reward does not have to come from others as the achievement itself is satisfying when being
based on the efforts. The risk of the challenge is calculated and feedback for success must be
given in a reasonable time frame (Miner, 2005). With aspect to power, the satisfaction comes from
a mixture of personalized and socialized power with satisfaction from conquering others (Miner,
2005). From responsibility, power is also important for the achievement and hence autonomy is
of importance which is also highlighted by e.g. Ramlall (Sep 2004). A strong affiliation is  from a
manager perspective in fact considered to interfere with effective performance but for e.g.
project and product managers with lack of position power the affiliation i.e. personal relationship
needs to be strong, perhaps even stronger than the power (Miner, 2005). Based on responsibility,
feedback, autonomy and the discussion with aspect to product and project managers it can be
concluded that the theory of McClelland have a high relevance to a knowledge worker.

From  the  influences  between  all  of  above  researchers  and  also  the  period  in  time  when  the
research was conducted it is clear that interrelations exists. An overview showing such
interrelations was constructed by Wilkinson et al (1986) who in their paper concludes that
Herzberg´s dissatisfiers are similar to the Maslow first two bottom levels plus a really small
portion of the top three needs while also being similar to the Theory X by McGregor. By a
rearrangement of the top needs of Maslow, the McClelland theory can be fitted in between
Maslow  and  Herzberg,  the  latter’s  satisfiers  well  fitting  into  these  needs.  This  kind  of
classification is considered to be of high importance as it brings a clear but simple overview of
different motivators that may be translated to rewards valued by knowledge workers. Hence, it
has been visualized in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Content theory connections (Wilkinson, et al., 1986), free interpretation
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The relationship between Maslow´s hierarchy of needs theory, Herzberg´s two factor theory and
McClelland´s need for achievement theory has also been shown e.g. by Pardee (1990) whom
describes the overlap between higher level needs and motivators but also a corresponding
overlap of hygiene to lower order needs similar to the Herzberg´s dissatisfies which needs to be
met. Pardee (1990) also concludes that the higher order needs and satisfiers are the base for
intrinsic motivation, which is considered to be particularly important for a “R&D” person as
defined by McGregor or the definition of a knowledge worker Drucker (1998).

2.1.2 Process theories and other emerging theories

Skinner (1953) launched a theory on operant conditioning and was in contrast to Maslow
focusing on behaviorism and showed how a person´s behavior easily can be modified by
someone else. The mind has no causal effect on behavior and the environment alone shapes the
behavior (Latham & Ernst, 2006). Ryan & Deci (2000) highlights that based on Skinner´s theory
rewards are the motivators of all behaviors and intrinsic motivation is the activity itself. As the
work itself is a factor also highlighted by Herzberg (1968) and the behavior control have
similarities to the power factor of McClelland the important findings from Skinner theory is
considered as already indirect covered by the model in Figure 2.1.

Adams (1963) theory of equity is based on the motivational driver deriving from an imbalance
between the outcomes versus input ratio in comparison to others which will cause a tension
bringing the motivation to correct it. Adam´s theory is focusing on the inputs (e.g. work
experience, education, efforts, training) and outcomes (e.g. pay, supervisor treatment, job
assignments, benefits, status). Three main assumptions are given; (1) People beliefs about a fair
and equitable return for the job contribution; (2) Comparison of the perceived exchange with
other employees; (3) Actions will be taken to make their own treatment equitable if perceived
differently (Ramlall, Sep 2004). The second assumption of the equity theory is considered as
important when discussing valuable rewards especially in the context of individual versus group
rewards, however as a ranking of different rewards are the main subject within these thesis it will
not be of major importance even if being referred to when needed.

Vroom (1964) in the expectancy theory as explained by is built by three perception components;
Valance, Instrumentality and expectancy. Valence is described as the emotional perception from the
achievement; Instrumentality reflects the comparison between one´s own performance to others;
Expectancy can be described as the belief if a particular outcome is possible or not (Ramlall, Sep
2004). The theory is based on the individual perception of capability to finalize a task, the reward
and the perceived value of the latter (Bassous, 2015). Porter & Lawler (1968) extended Vroom’s
theory by identifying the source of the valances and expectancies and linked the efforts to
performance and satisfaction. If receiving valuable rewards employees should exhibit more
efforts and the effort-performance relationship is moderated by ability, trait and role perceptions
(Ramlall, Sep 2004). Locke (1968) was focusing on goals as they focus the attention to the right
activities (choice); they lead to increased efforts (energizer); affects persistence and activates
cognition to develop and change behavior. The theories by Vroom, Porter & Lawler and Locke
are mainly are focusing on how the employee is motivated which is not within the main focus of
the thesis and thus they are excluded from further discussions.

Based on the theory of Herzberg, Hackman & Oldham (1975) concluded that motivation from
job enrichment only takes place for employees with higher order needs of growth with aspect to
autonomy, responsibility, task variety, feedback and recognition (Latham & Ernst, 2006). Three
psychological states first needs to be fulfilled, (1) personal responsibility for the job outcome; (2)
meaningfulness of the job; (3) awareness of the own efficiency for the job. For intrinsic
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motivation responsibility, meaningfulness and awareness should be integrated into the job design
(Bassous, 2015) and Hackman & Oldham argued that jobs requiring multiple talents are more
intrinsically motivating than simpler jobs (Ramlall, Sep 2004) and thus they are important for a
knowledge worker. However like described in the delimitations of this thesis there is no
intention to divide motivation into intrinsic/extrinsic and dive deeper into the psychological
states of the employees. Hence, based on the interrelation to Herzberg, Figure 2.1 is still
considered to cover the important factors for this study.

The Stewardship theory by Davis, et al. (1997) is focusing on the higher order needs by Maslow
and intrinsic rewards like growth, achievement, affiliation and self-actualization. It is further
build on McGregor (1960) Theory Y as well as Hackman & Oldham (1975) job characteristics
model and assumes that the situation where the worker is taking action is influencing the
performance (Bassous,  2015).  Based on the relations to the theories in Figure 2.1,  the value of
bringing in additional one theory is considered to be limited thus it is deselected.

Ryan & Deci (2000) describes The Self Determination Theory (SDT) as most important as there
is a relation between autonomous motivation and more effective performance on relatively
complex parts (Gagné & Deci, 2005). Based on an investigation of several studies Ryan & Deci
(2000) found that conditions supporting the individuals feeling of competence, autonomy and
relatedness are the basis for the intrinsic motivation and to become self-determined related to
extrinsic motivation. In some cases it is also possible to achieve an internalization, defined as “[…]
people taking in values, attitudes, or regulatory structures, such that the external regulation of a
behavior is transformed into an internal regulation and thus no longer requires the presence of
an external contingency” (Gagné & Deci, 2005, p. 334). The SDT is a valuable theory and
contains factors likely being most valued by a knowledge worker but as the focus lies  on what
motivates the knowledge worker, how and if being intrinsic or extrinsic is of less importance of
the study, thus the theory is also deselected from the scope of this thesis.

2.1.3 Summary of motivational theories

The content theories have had a high influence also on the process and emerging theories; the
latter two are mainly focusing on how choices are made, in some cases combined with goal
setting, characteristics of job as well as if the motivator is being extrinsic or intrinsic. The
motivators themselves are in some cases also included but as this thesis focus on what motivates
the knowledge worker the process theories will not be in focus even though they still may be
referred to. Hence, the construct by Wilkinson, et al. (1986) as shown in Figure 2.1 is considered
at most interesting while also partly considering the equity theory by Adams (1963) due to an
expected importance of justice and equity factors as described in the problem discussion. A
summary of these theories together with key words is shown in Table 2.1.
Theory Key words
Maslow theory of needs
(Maslow, 1943)

Creativity, challenge, responsibility, autonomy, praise, awards, authority

Herzberg’s theory of two factor
(Herzberg, et al., 1959)

Satisfiers (job enrichment): achievement, recognition, work itself,
responsibility, advancement, growth
Dissatisfiers (hygiene): company policy, supervision, working conditions,
interpersonal relations, salary, status, job security, personal life

McClelland’s need theory
(McClelland, 1961)

Achievement, power, affiliation

McGregor’s theory X and Y
(McGregor, 1960)

Theory X: lazy, lacked initiative
Theory Y: commitment, rewards, achievement, confidence, responsibility,
creativity

Adams theory of equity
(Adams, 1963)

Perception, fair and equitable return, perceived exchange, equity actions

Table 2.1 Motivation theories selected of most importance for the thesis
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2.2 Knowledge workers

The main difference between a knowledge worker and a traditional worker can be considered to
lie within the work itself. For instance Reinhart, et al. (2011) is defining knowledge work as “the
perennial processing of non-routine problems that require non-linear and creative thinking […]”,
yet more specific a knowledge worker can be defined as “any employee possessing specialist
knowledge or know-how who is involved in consultancy based on their specialist knowledge or
know-how, or research and development work for new products, services or processes” (Lee-
Kelley, et al., 2007, p. 205). Since the knowledge is stored in the head of the individual and easily
could  disappear  if  the  knowledge  worker  does  not  retain  within  the  company  (Matzler,  et  al.,
2004), the knowledge worker should be treated as an asset by the company requiring that
knowledge workers prefer to work in the particular organization among all other options
(Drucker, 1999).

According to Frick (2011) the term knowledge worker was firstly defined by Drucker (1999) who
claimed that a knowledge worker is managing himself and thus needs autonomy. Innovation is
also part of both the task and responsibility and they need challenges and continuous learning
(Drucker, 1999). Knowledge workers are present in more or less all industries and the definition
may also differ between different branches. Common is however that they are more difficult to
manage than traditional workers and one explanation for this can be related to the so-called
tactic knowledge (Mládková, et al., 2015) explained as

(1) This process cannot be controlled as it occurs inside of the brain.
(2) Knowledge does not follow simple rules and is non-linear.
(3) Result may differ on short- versus long-term.
(4) Knowledge work is often performed during stress and time pressure.

To avoid the problem with an occupational or sector-based definition of knowledge work
Benson & Brown (2007) are by connecting earlier research using three dimensions for describing
the tasks:

(1) Variation and dynamic nature of the work where knowledge workers often will lack of cause-
effect understanding which leads to uncertainty;
(2) Mutual interdependence with other tasks performed both within and outside of the
organization with influences to each other;
(3) The degree of autonomy when performing the tasks where knowledge workers need to make
many judgments in an uncertain decision making process.

Wang & Ahmed (2003) in their comparison between a traditional worker and a knowledge
worker highlights that a knowledge worker is more intrinsically motivated and prone to
recognition related reward. “Knowledge workers are highly individualistic in terms of giving
priority to their personal growth“ (Wang & Ahmed, 2003, p. 7) and they by the authors
described by using key words like intrapreneurial, individualistic, intuitive, involved, inquisitive
and informal. Furthermore they are listing the typical characteristics of a knowledge worker
versus a traditional worker according to Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Characteristics of knowledge worker vs traditional worker (Wang & Ahmed, 2003)

Mládková (2015) is summarizing the research definitions of knowledge workers into three
clusters; conceptual, job content and industry driven. The conceptual cluster is  described  as  a
complex form where the importance for the organization, style of work, educational level and
other are considered. The job content is like also described by Benson & Brown (2007) focusing on
a special kind of job content while the industry driven is related to different branches and specific
work such as IT specialists, R&D workers and so on. The clusters are however not distinct but
across all three Mládková (2015, pp. 769-770) have identified several common factors for a
knowledge worker and even if being mixed between different clusters, the ones considered as
most important for this thesis have been summarized in Table 2.2.

No Factor
3 Autonomous work
4 Ambiguous and key focus of career development
6 Accomplishment driven
7 High response from praise and peer-group assessment
9 Requiring continuous learning and improvement
10 Manage their own time. Creativity, innovation and problem solving skills are essential.

Table 2.2 Common factors for knowledge workers (Mládková, et al., 2015)

Petroni and Colacino (2008) still highlight the most important factor for motivation as the task
itself. Technical professionals need also to be treated as individuals and different ranges of salary
connected to individual recognition from the efforts. With aspect to rewards they claim that
status, advancement, authority and influence are of high importance (Petroni & Colacino, 2008).
With aspect to knowledge workers Wang & Ahmed (2003) in their so-called A1 model identifies
six motivators to be accountability, advancement, affirmation, association, attraction and autonomy.
Mládková et al. (2015, p. 774) in their study of knowledge workers found partly similar
motivation and demotivating factors according to Table 2.3 but also ranks salary as number 8.
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Rank Motivating factors Demotivating factors
1 Achievement of objectives Inefficient use of my energy
2 Satisfaction Moral qualities of manager
3 Character of work Work is not appreciated
4 Freedom Favourism
5 Non-monetary benefits Incompetent manager
6 The work is meaningful Lack of trust
7 Good colleagues Manager intervene into my responsibilities
8 Salary Manager moves his responsibility to others
9 Personal development Reluctance to cooperate
10 - Incompetence and reluctance of subordinates

Table 2.3 Motivation and demotivating factors (Mládková, et al., 2015)

2.3 Rewards

Rewards and compensation aims to motivate and increase the performance of employees and
groups by attaching rewards to the achievement of goals (Malmi & Brown, 2008) and permitting
intensives to attract and retain employees getting them to act in accordance with the
organizational objectives using an informational control showing the important areas to direct
the  efforts  as  well  as  a  motivational  control  by  getting  credited  for  the  efforts.  The  incentives
thus gives an effort-directing purpose but also motivational benefits as well as non-control
purposes like reducing the volatility if the compensation is varying with the company’s
performance (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012). Incentives may thus be both positive/negative
and contain monetary/nonmonetary rewards according to Table 2.4 summarized from Merchant
& Van der Stede (2012, p. 308). In this paper focus is however purely on positive rewards as
negative rewards normally are referred to as punishments and not within the scope of this study.

Positive Rewards (Negative Rewards)
Autonomy, Power, Decision-making participation,
Salary increase, Bonuses, Stock options,  Praise,
Recognition, Promotions, Titles, Job assignments,
Office assignments, Job Security, vacation trips,
time off

Interference in job from superiors, loss of job,
zero salary increase, assignment to unimportant
tasks, Chastisement, No promotion, Demotion,
Public humiliation

Table 2.4 Positive and negative rewards (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012)

A study made by Pouliakas & Theodossiou (2012) showed that an optimal incentive design to
maximize the motivation by using contextual factors requiring a participative management
approach. Furthermore, the same study showed that job discretion is related to the employee
efforts while monetary rewards still brings the best motivational effect. However, even though
incentives in general increases motivation, a bad designed incentive system may in fact be worse
than having no incentive system at all (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012) which has been
highlighted also by Aguinis (2013) who concluded that monetary rewards can be a very powerful
tool but may also bring not desirable outcomes if not proper designed thus giving
recommendations to define and measure the performance accurately, make rewards contingent
on performance, timely, maintain justice and also suggests use of both monetary and non
monetary  rewards.  The  goal  should  be  to  get  rewards  that  are  valued,  aiming  to  target  the
employee’s different preferences based on the organizational level, individuality, cultures etc. and
also to have a significant impact as well as being understandable, timely, durable, and reversible
and cost efficient (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012). As both monetary and non-monetary
incentives have weaknesses in some of above criteria’s also unintended consequences from the
system should be considered as the incentives also may risk producing negative effects
(Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012).
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Group rewards are often weak/indirect but also direct in case the individual can influence it.
They may also bring a form of cultural control by mutual monitoring but also positive
motivational  aspects  (Merchant  &  Van  der  Stede,  2012)  by  e.g.  profit  sharing,  getting  the
employees to think more like owners similar to when e.g. granting stock options. Other
collective monetary rewards are as shown by Chen, et al. (1999) annual group bonuses, cash
bonus on team performance / company profits.

Many management- and HR consultant firms are today describing the total package of rewards
offered to employees using a model of total rewards. One such model is the Sibson employee
value  proposition  (EVP)  which  by  Kochanski  &  Ledford  (2001)  is  described  as  a  key  for
understanding the causes of personnel turnover in order to minimize it while also finding way to
maximize the motivational forces to retain employees. In the original study for the model, 5
groups of monetary rewards (direct financial, indirect financial) and non-monetary rewards
(affiliation, work-content, carrier) were found to be the most valuable for knowledge workers
(scientists and engineers). In their latest model Sibson consulting (2016) the naming EVP is
replaced by Rewards of workSM model still containing the same factors according to Table 2.5.

Reward type Rewards of workSM Factors

Monetary
Compensation Base Salary, Incentives, Cash Recognition, Premium

Pay, Pay Process
Benefits Health, Retirement, Recognition, Perquisites

Non-
Monetary

Affiliation Organization, Commitment, Work Environment,
Citizenship, Trust

Work content Variety, Challenge, Autonomy, Meaningfulness,
Feedback

Career Advancement, Personal Growth, Training,
Employment Security

Table 2.5 Factors of Rewards of workSM (Sibson consulting , 2016)

A similar bundling is described in the total reward model from WorldatWork (2010), also being
build on 5 different clusters similar to the Rewards of workSM model and described as factors
important to attract, motivate and retain employees to get the satisfaction & engagement needed
for performance and results. A summary of the WorldAtWork model including some factors
(WorldatWork, 2010, p. 21) is shown in Table 2.6.

Reward type WorldatWork Factors

Monetary
Compensation Annual Salary, Premium pay, Individual incentive pay, group

incentive pay, organizational incentive pay
Benefits Health and welfare, Retirement, Pay for time not worked

Non-
Monetary

Work-Life
Workplace flexibility, paid and unpaid time off, Health and
wellness services, Community involvement opportunities and
support, Dependent benefits etc.

Performance and
recognition Performance development, Recognition

Development and
Career
Opportunities

Learning opportunities, Coaching/mentoring, Advancement
opportunities

Table 2.6 WorldAtWork total rewards including factors (WorldatWork, 2010)

Like shown in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 the grouping of rewards are partly different between the
models; for instance WorldAtWork are using a group of Work-Life with factors partly belonging
to the Affiliation group of the Rewards of workSM model as the organization brings these
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possibilities. Within this paper work-life is however considered to be included in the Autonomy
factor supported by the quite well formulated statement “Autonomy is the fuel that powers work
life balance. Having the power to choose (or at least negotiate with your manager) how, when,
and where work gets done is a major driver behind work life satisfaction” (Anderson, 2013), an
interrelation strengthened also by the recent research by (Mas-Machuca, et al., 2016). The factors
used in the Sibson Rewards of workSM model will thus be selected as a base of selection where the
Work-life factor is bundled into the autonomy factor.

Neither of these kind of models of total rewards themselves indicates a ranking between
different rewards and a review of earlier research within this area is thus important, especially
considering knowledge workers. Almost 50 years ago Herzberg (1968) stated that money no
longer can be considered as a reward but simply rights, and the conclusions in the quite recent
research by De Waal  (2012) is  that  thorough rewards system and bonuses is  more a basic need
and not important for high-performance organizations. Drucker (1998) claim that intrinsic
challenges of work is a more important factor for knowledge worker motivation than financial
rewards. Schlechter et al. (2014) highlights rewards (monetary and non-monetary) as critical for
talent management where remuneration and benefits are most attractive by knowledge workers.
Petroni and Colacino (2008) highlight the traditional HR path of incentives, rewards and
recognition for engineers in particular being status, authority and promotion being most suitable.
Non-financial rewards like work-balance, learning and career advancement is by Schlechter, et al.,
(2015) significantly positive factors for job attractiveness which is also partly supported also in
the survey by Universum (2015) as well as the excitement factors found by Matzler, et al. (2004)
namely job training, transparent pay system, career opportunity and  decision-making power

Chen, et al. (1999) also suggest intrinsically rewarding as beneficial and that fixed rewards are
preferable to variable rewards when dealing with knowledge workers.  Lau and Roopnarain
(2014) argue that only non-monetary measures have a significant importance on job performance
which is supported also by Bassous (2015) whom in a quantitative study of non-profit
organizations found a significant correlation between motivational level and non-monetary
incentives while no correlation was found for monetary ones. Job meaningfulness was found to
be the main intrinsic motivator and high performance is related to internal stimulation and not
external rewards, the findings supported by the self-leadership concept.

Rynes, et al., (Summer 2002) found that most employees prefer an individual pay compared to
team/organizational performance and also fixed pay in front of variable pay; merit pay is positive
and especially for new companies, for organizational performance it is beneficial if all employees
get incentives based on it. Bonner & Sprinkle  (2002) however concludes that monetary short-
term incentives have a positive effect on performance only for moderate goals while difficult
goals makes it worse which would indicate that for knowledge workers such rewards are in fact
not preferable as the task of a knowledge worker normally is both complex and difficult and in
the research by Markova & Ford (2011) it was concluded that “[…] non-monetary rewards is a
stronger predictor of intrinsic motivation manifested by longer work time in comparison to
either group or individual monetary rewards” (Markova & Ford, 2011, p. 813).

Horwitz, et al. (2003) defined the most popular, the highly effective and the least effective
motivations strategies used as being summarized in Table 2.7 where e.g. incentive bonuses is the
third popular factor while not even being part of the top 5 when ranking the most efficient ones
which supports the earlier discussion with aspect to monetary rewards.
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Rank Most Popular Highly effective Least effective
1 Freedom to plan and work

independently
Freedom to plan work Flexible work practices

2 Regular contact with senior
executives

Challenging work Employ large group of KW:s

3 Used incentive bonuses Access to leading edge
technology/products

Generous funding for conference
studies

4 Challenging work Top management
support

Cash award for innovations

5 Top management support Ensure fulfilling work Seek recruit who fit culture
Table 2.7 Motivation strategy effectiveness and popularity (Horwitz, et al., 2003)

There are also other factors highlighted such as justified compensation with transparency as
suggested by Morrel (2011) as recommended factors to overcome potential negative perceptions
that may danger the motivational effect from non-monetary incentives. George (2015) found
retaining factors to be more related to fair salaries, transparency and performance/effort which is
supported also by Bryant & Allen (2013) who concluded pay level and pay satisfaction to be
weak predictors of personnel turnover.

Above examples shows on a variety of results between different scholars’ even though the
majority of the studies are highlighting non-monetary rewards as most beneficial. There may
however be several reasons for this, such as the target group of survey respondents and the
actual time period of response. For instance Boswell, et al. (2003) shows a high importance of
monetary rewards upon the response from respondents but concludes that upon the job
acceptance factors like company reputation; industry and firm size were considered as more
important. Other reasons may derive from criticism such as Giancola (2012) claiming that the
scholars have lost the interest to research employee compensation and that such research partly
have been filled by practitioners instead. The lack of recent research is exemplified by the really
small share (approximately 0,3%) of the members in the Society for Industrial & Organizational
Psychology primary interested in the subject (Giancola, 2012).

2.3.1 Findings by practitioners

Even if main part of the practitioners research have a lack of reference to any theoretical
grounds (Ramlall, Sep 2004) this has recently been addressed by some practitioners and total
rewards can as well be connected to several motivational theories. The Total Rewards Survey (Aon
Hewitt , 2012, pp. 11-12) is in a study of 750 organizations showing the link between Maslow´s
hierarchy of needs compared to total rewards according to Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Relation between Maslow and total rewards (Aon Hewitt , 2012)

Part of the Maslow theory has not been empirically validated such as the need for bottom-up
fulfillment it has been important for both researches and practitioners for the understanding of
motivation (Aon Hewitt , 2012). The similar relations have been made by (Ramlall, Sep 2004;
Bassous, 2015; Tonnquist, 2012) according to Table 2.8.
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Need (Maslow, 1943) (Bassous, 2015) (Ramlall, Sep 2004) (Tonnquist, 2012, p. 283)
Self actualization creative and

challenging tasks
Give training, provide challenges,
encourage creativity

Freedom with responsibility,
possibility to develop,
stimulating work

Ego development
opportunities
and autonomy

Design challenging jobs, use praise
and awards, delegate responsibilities,
give training, encourage
participation

Responsibility and authority,
title, promotions, special
privileges

Social teamwork and
relationships

Encourage social interaction, Create
team spirit, Facilitate outside social
activities, Use periodic praise, Allow
participation

Manager-employee
relationship, Being part of a
group, lunch companionship

Safety job security and
benefits

Economic: Wages and Salaries,
Fringe benefits, Retirement benefits,
Medical benefits
Psychological: Give Praise /rewards,
Avoid abrupt changes, Solve
employee problem
Physical: Working conditions, heat
and vent, rest periods

Workplace, job security,
insurance, pension,
information and
communication

Physiological needs wages and
working
conditions

Cafeterias Wages, work hours, breaks,
vacation

Table 2.8 Work-related examples of the Maslow needs

Furthermore, Herzberg’s two-factor model is by Aon Hewit (2012) highlighted as an early
framework focusing on total rewards referring to a redrawn model of the original by Herzberg
(1968) as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Herzberg - an early framework of Total Rewards (Aon Hewitt , 2012)

The importance of intrinsic rewards has been highlighted by many practitioner studies and even
if a not being specific for knowledge workers or related to the theory from research, the number
of respondents from the surveys is impressing. Such studies have been summarized in Table 2.9
(Giancola, 2014).
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Year Study Respondents Group
2007 Towers Watson

Global Workforce Study
88,612 Mixed

2008 Harvard Business School Study:
Employee Motivation a Powerful New Model

350 Mixed

2009 Sibson Consulting Rewards of Work Study 2000 Mixed
2009 McKinsey & Company

Study Motivating People: Getting Beyond the Money
1047 Mixed

2010 WorldatWork Study:
The Impact of Rewards Programs on Employee Engagement

736 Mixed

2012 Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
Employee Job Satisfaction and Engagement Survey

600 Mixed

Table 2.9 Summary of studies supporting intrinsic rewards (Giancola, 2014)

There are in some cases also a ranking made from survey results such as the management
consultant McKinsey in a survey from 2009 (Giancola, 2011) who found that the monetary
incentives are rated as having a lower effectiveness than non-monetary, but the monetary is not
to be neglected as shown in Table 2.10
Type Incentive Effectiveness
Non-financial Praise and commendation from immediate manager 67%

Attention from leaders 63%
Opportunities to lead projects or task forces 62%

Financial Performance paid cash bonuses 60%
Increase in base pay 52%
Stock or stock options 35%

Table 2.10 Ranking of the survey results from McKinsey 2009 (Giancola, 2011)

The importance of monetary rewards is also strengthened by the rating of various incentives for
engagement by WordatWork back in 2010 (Giancola, 2011) as shown in Table 2.11.
Rank Incentive Average rating
1 Nature of job 3.8 (mean)
8 Short-term incentives/bonuses 3.42
11 Base salary level 3.30
12 Base salary increase 3.23
13 Non-financial recognition programs 3.20

Table 2.11 World at Work 2010 - Incentives for engagement (Giancola, 2011)

Like discussed in the introduction of the thesis there however a gap between the importance
rating between HR professionals and employees for different factors. With reference to a
longitudinal study by SHRM (Giancola, 2014) this gap have in Table 2.12 been sorted based on
the employee importance
Factor Employee rating HR

prediction
Gap
(delta)

The work itself 54% 40% 14%
Relationship with supervisor 48% 35% 13%
Management recognition of job performance 48% 61% 13%
Communication between employees and
senior management

47% 65% 28%

Autonomy and independence 46% 35% 11%
Variety of work 35% 22% 13%
Job specific training 34% 49% 15%

Table 2.12 Gap between HR and employee rating of importance (Giancola, 2014)
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The focus in above studies has been mainly on nonmonetary rewards. Yet, according to Petroni
& Colacino (2008) in their study of 648 engineer professionals, the monetary incentive is
important as it represents the proof of the internal rating within the organization and “thus a
small salary differential with other non-knowledge workers causes a breach of the engineer´s
sense of self-esteem and professional pride” (Petroni & Colacino, 2008, p. 28).

It  is  also  clear  that  the  total  rewards  are  related  to  motivation  theories  and  it  be  surprising  if
practitioners such as leading management consultant firms are not aware of these theories.
However there is still a lack of reference to research and a theoretical framework is constructed
to further show and strengthen the relations between a motivation theory, rewards and what is
being valued by a knowledge worker.
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3 Theoretical framework
The focus of this section is to connect the rewards to the motivational theories and by the
definition of a knowledge worker create propositions predicted to be most valuable rewards
from a theoretical perspective. The SAGE Handbbok of Applied Social Research defines  a
conceptual framework as “something that is constructed, not found” (Maxwell, 2009, p. 223) and
such theoretical framework describing the interrelations between different theories and
propositions have been composed in the end of the chapter.

Based on the previous chapters it is clear that there is an interrelationship between various
rewards and the key factors identified as important for knowledge workers but also with aspect
to different motivators as described in the chapter of motivational theories. One main problem is
that there is a wide range of factors and they are also not ranked in between each other making it
difficult to predict which ones being most valued in general. Based on the definition of a
knowledge worker it can be expected that the Herzberg (1968) satisfiers, McClelland (1961)
Affiliation – Power – Achievement as well as the Maslow (1943) top needs are considered to be
the most important ones, i.e. a knowledge worker is to be considered as a Theory Y person
(McGregor, 1960), a reasoning also supported by the study of e.g. Frick (2011) as well as shown
by the relation to “R&D” in Figure 2.1(Wilkinson, et al., 1986).

From the grouping of non-monetary rewards in Table 2.5 it is thus clear that affiliation, work
content and career all  are  supported  by  these  theories.  The  review  in  chapter  2.2  suggests  that  a
knowledge worker in general needs autonomy and freedom within the work. They are highly
individualistic, prone to own accomplishments and have a need of continuous personal
development to advance in their career. Furthermore they have a mutual interdependence with
others and choose to work in the particular organization in front of other options. Striving for
achievement and accomplishment means they are also prone to recognition, praise and other
non-monetary benefits.

The main difference between a traditional worker and a knowledge worker lies within the work-
content (Benson & Brown, 2007) and thus the factors within this group is being further
discussed.  In  the  rating  of  various  incentives  for  engagement  in  Table  2.11  from  a  survey  by
WorldatWork in 2010 (Giancola, 2011) the nature of job is ranked as the most important. From
the models of total rewards in Table 2.5 the components from this work-content cluster
especially autonomy, challenge and feedback are to be found also in the motivational content theories
considering motivators (Bassous, 2015; Ramlall, Sep 2004; Tonnquist, 2012). They are also
supported by e.g. (Wang & Ahmed, 2003; Benson & Brown, 2007; Mládková et al., 2015) when
defining a knowledge worker. Also Drucker (1999) in the original definition highlighted
autonomy as important while both freedom (autonomy) and challenge in the study by Horwitz, et al.
(2003) was ranked as the most effective factors. Praise and commendation (feedback) had the
highest ranking in another study by Mckinsey (Giancola, 2011).

Variety, meaningfulness and challenge of work are however all considered to be part of the nature of
the work for a knowledge worker (Wang & Ahmed, 2003) and the job itself is of highest
importance for a knowledge worker (Petroni and Colacino, 2008) similar to the rating by
WorldatWork (Giancola, 2011). Challenge is also a factor which is expected to be highly
individual, connected to various goal-setting motivational theories already being deselected and
even if the factor by e.g. (Ramlall, Sep 2004), (Bassous, 2015) related to Maslow is classified as
highly important all three factors have in relation to knowledge worker job satisfaction been
found  to  be  classified  as  pure  hygiene  factors  (Matzler,  et  al.,  2004).  Hence, these factors are
considered as pre-requisites and thus deselected from the rewards to be ranked within this thesis.
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A ranking of the remaining rewards factors from Table 2.5 from the findings from earlier studies
in chapter 2.3.1 is shown in Table 3.1.

Reward
type

Rewards of
workSM

Factor Ranking according to table Mean

Table
2.2*

Table
2.3

Table
2.7

Table
2.10

Table
2.11

Table
2.12

Non-
monetary

Work-
content

Autonomy 1 1 1 - - 2 1
Feedback 1 - 2 1 - 1 1

Career 1 3 - - 1 3 2
Affiliation - 2 - - - - 2

*) No ranking available. All mentioned factors calculated as 1.
Table 3.1 Ranking of rewards based on earlier studies

From  the  table  it  is  clear  that  no  prediction  of  a  ranking  between  Autonomy  and
Praise/Recognition (feedback) can be made which leads to the first two propositions.

P1: Autonomy is one of the two most valued non-monetary rewards for a knowledge worker

P2: Praise/Recognition is one of the two most valued non-monetary rewards for a knowledge worker

Career/personal development is from the knowledge worker definition really important
(Drucker, 1999) supported by the summaries in Table 2.2, Table 2.3 (Mládková, et al., 2015) and
Figure 2.2 (Wang & Ahmed, 2003). From motivation theories it is also supported by the
advancement (Herzberg, 1968) as well as self actualization (Maslow, 1943) while also being part
of the total rewards in Table 2.5 in Table 2.6  thus being considered as highly valued. However
based on Table 3.1 it can be expected to be of lower importance than autonomy and
praise/recognition, hence the 3rd proposition is formulated

P3: Career/Personal development is for a knowledge worker highly valued but lower ranked than Autonomy and
Praise/Recognition

The knowledge worker has a mutual interdependence with others and in fact they choose to
work in the particular organization rather than other options (Drucker, 1999). Hence, the social
aspect from Maslow is also considered to be of importance. The interpersonal relation to others
is however by Herzberg named as a dissatisfier and no motivator while McClelland is focusing
on Affiliation as one out of three cornerstones being particularly important when dealing with
e.g. project managers and product managers (Miner, 2005), i.e. a kind of knowledge worker.
Independent of being most suitable for a Theory X of Theory Y person the importance is also
supported by (Bassous (2015), Ramlall (Sep 2004) and Tonnquist (2012) in Table 2.8 while
Boswell, et al., (2003) also showed on the importance of company reputation and industry upon
job acceptance. Base on above reasoning affiliation is considered as important also for retaining
knowledge workers supported also by the good colleagues ranking no 7 in Table 2.3 as well as Table
2.2 (Mládková, et al., 2015) and association from Figure 2.2 (Wang & Ahmed, 2003). With aspect
to the summary in Table 3.1 however seems to be lower ranked than autonomy and
praise/recognition and the fourth proposition is thus constructed to

P4: Affiliation is important for a knowledge worker but lower ranked than Autonomy and Praise/Recognition

The research showing on importance of monetary rewards (Sturman, et al., 2003; Pouliakas &
Theodossiou, 2012; Petroni & Colacino, 2008) are by other researchers shown to have an effect
only on moderate goals (Bonner & Sprinkle, 2002) thus not really considered as applicable to
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knowledge workers. This, however, does not necessary mean that the importance of monetary
rewards can be neglected. Even if being considered as a basic need by Maslow; by McGregor
(1960) described as a more appropriate means for Theory X persons; by Herzberg (1968) defined
as so-called dissatisfiers which does not affect motivation directly, monetary rewards are still
most likely to be considered as highly valued by the knowledge worker and thus needs to be
fulfilled. Kressler (2003) claims that it is known that money is not creating long-lasting
motivation but still is powerful as an incentive based firstly status and secondly that the
opportunity of making more money will create a need of exploring it.

Thus even though the importance of monetary rewards for knowledge workers has not been
found in the main drivers defined in the knowledge worker definition it may be that Herzberg
(1968) more than 50 years ago was correct that pay is no longer a reward, it's a pre-requisite that
also needs to be fulfilled in order not to create dissatisfaction. While not being a motivational
driver as concluded by both McGregor (1960) and Drucker (1998) it is likely that the total
package including monetary rewards are being valued by a knowledge worker but based on both
the predicted difficulties of collecting data within this topic as well as the limited benefits of such
results the focus of the next proposition will relate to the justice and equity factors of pay which
partly is connected to the Theory of equity (Adams, 1963). The importance of justice factors
with aspect to pay also highlighted (Rynes, et al., Summer 2002; George, 2015; Morrel, 2011) as
highly important. In the particular case knowledge workers monetary incentives also represent
the evidence of their rating in the organization (Petroni & Colacino, 2008) and “engineers are
particularly sensitive to what they perceive as unfair” thus tends to reject rewards other than
based on recognition from their own achievement (Petroni & Colacino, 2008, p. 28). A
knowledge worker is however both individualistic and accomplishment driven (Wang & Ahmed,
2003; Mládková et al., 2015) and even if both affiliation and the justice factor likely are
important, group rewards thus are expected to be less important for a knowledge worker and

P5: A knowledge worker is valuing individual rewards based on achievement rather than group rewards.

In Figure 3.1 the five different propositions have been visualized as the cogwheels representing
the reward factors needed for the knowledge worker value engine to spin being a pre-requisite
for retaining them within the company. The top of the figure is representing the higher need
from motivational content theories which like discussed are considered as most important.
However, also the lower needs are represented as e.g. the social aspect is being one of the factors
to be tested. Environmental factors have been added to prevent criticism similar to the Herzberg
two-factor theory, criticized for not considering individual and situational differences (Matzler, et
al., 2004) and thus highlights the importance of rewards being put into a real-world context.

The influence of equity theory is not included in the theoretical framework but is still considered
to have an indirect effect of most of the rewards independent whether it's connected to a high or
a low motivational need.
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Figure 3.1 Theoretical Framework
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4 Method
The method chapter will describe the research design and motivate the choices made. The case
will then be described in depth followed by an explanation of the method of data collection.
After describing the empirical data followed by the analysis technique, the chapter will end up
with a discussion of the reliability and credibility.

4.1 Research design

This research is being built on a literature review to find a gap of knowledge within the area of
motivation, rewards and knowledge workers. Based on the findings the problem formulation and
purpose was defined acting as a base for the theory investigation and selection yet by
continuously staying adaptive and being prepared to modify the initial purpose, the latter often
being the case when performing case studies (Yin, 2014). The research with aspect to motivation,
knowledge worker and rewards was first investigated separately, both looking into researchers
studies  as  well  as  practitioners  survey  results  as  the  real  life  context  is  in  focus.  During  the
review, interrelations were strongly considered in order to select/deselect the theories to be parts
of the theoretical framework to create a research model with propositions to be tested in a single
case study.

A ranking of the rewards valuable by a knowledge worker is not sufficiently investigated and thus
an exploratory approach was chosen for the thesis. Exploratory researches are often focusing of
“what” or “which” questions while explanatory approaches is focusing on “why” or “how”
questions, the latter are preferable questions to initiate a case study as an approach (Yin, 2014).
Based on the research question of which rewards are being most valuable the survey method or
archival method according to Yin (2014) would have an advantage in front of performing a case
study research. Yet as the context is considered to be of high relevance the benefit with a case
study is that complexity of the case can be captured, including potential changes over time and
that also contextual conditions can be considered (Yin, 2014). Hence, a single case was selected
and described in depth to get  a stable context to cover the different aspects that  may influence
the findings with a target to build a rich and trustworthy case.

Even though multiple case studies normally are better grounded and more suited to generalize
the findings, a single case study is often used when there is an unusual opportunity for research
access and it is more simple to show on rich empirical evidence supporting the theory
(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). Based on the theoretical framework there are many aspects
affecting which rewards are being most valued by a knowledge worker and similar to the
criticism given to the Herzberg two-factor theory with aspect to a lack of consideration of
individual and situational differences (Matzler, et al., 2004), such environmental factors will be
described in detail also to increase the transparency and judgment of the reliability and validity of
the findings.

4.2 Research object

The case was selected out from several reasons. Firstly, the importance of a case to be rich and
trustworthy was considered to be challenging without full and transparent access to a case to be
described in sufficient depth. Secondly, the importance of a case having a large share of
knowledge workers fully coping with the definitions and the similarities to earlier research such
as “R&D” from the definitions by (McGregor, 1960). Thirdly, the target to get findings valuable
for both research and practice where the findings would have a positive contribution to future
practices within the case.
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The  selected  case  fulfilled  all  above  criteria’s  and  since  the  author  of  the  thesis  also  being
employed  in  the  same  company  the  access  to  detailed  data  was  granted.  The  benefits  with  an
inside researcher are many, especially with aspect of obtaining rich data. An insider has
knowledge of the organization´s everyday life and is able to freely take part in discussions while
also being able to observe without others’ awareness of their presence (Brannick & Coghlan,
2007) and such deep context knowledge would not be possible to gain with external research.
There  are  traditional  criticism  towards  insider  academic  research  was  considered  and  the
selection made (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007, p. 60) concludes that “we are arguing that as
researchers through a process of reflexive awareness, we are able to articulate tacit knowledge
that has become deeply segmented because of socialization in an organizational system and
reframe it as theoretical knowledge and that because we are close to something or know it well,
that we can research it.”. e.g. The author of this paper agrees fully agrees with this argumentation
and the insider approach has thus been used to fulfill the previous mentioned criteria’s of the
case, yet fully considering the reflexivity which will be further discussed in chapter 4.5.

4.2.1 The case

The case of investigation is a department in Sweden being part of a globally present engineering
and manufacturing company with approximately 2100 employees distributed over six
manufacturing plants, five R&D locations as well as sales offices covering the major part of the
world. The share of engineers is approximately 10%. The core business is pneumatic
components and systems for industrial use and the company is a technical leader within areas like
industrial pneumatics, marine and solutions for commercial vehicles.

The history of the company goes back to 1869 where the roots from Germany once started. In
1945 the foundation of the Swedish business started and the two parts were merged in 1991.
Since the start the company has been subject for several mergers and acquisitions and between
the years 2001 and 2014, the company was a well-integrated division of a reputed multinational
company (MNC) with approx 350.000 employees. In 2014 the whole pneumatic division of
approximately 2100 employees was carved-out to a stand-alone company. The core values
deriving  from  the  former  MNC  are  still  widely  spread  and  known  by  all  employees  and
continuous supported and maintained by hand-outs, folders, web-based trainings and attitude
measurements etc. The organization culture is also supported by a really well defined code of
conduct containing basic principles; business ethics; legal aspects; behavior code; avoidance of
conflict of interest; responsibilities as well as compliance.

The  case  which  has  been  selected  as  a  focus  group  for  the  data  collection  is  a  department
existent for more than 30 years with a number of employees varying between 4 and 20
depending of business areas and responsibilities that have been subject for change due to
reorganizations, mergers and carve-outs. From a work-content it has however remained
unchanged consisting of engineers i.e. a form of knowledge workers. The single positions are
varying between laboratory engineers, design engineers and product/project managers while also
key account management and sales is part of the department responsibility. In some cases the
roles are combined such as a design engineer also acting as project manager, still the common
factor is that all employees are engineers as well as knowledge workers according to the
definitions in chapter 2.2.

4.2.2 Products, projects and product life cycle

The case is active in the commercial vehicle segment, a long-term business with product life
cycles of up to 30 years. New products are developed using a well defined product engineering
process is projects typically lasting over 1 – 3 years in close cooperation with the end customers.
The project is responsible for the development from first specification via samples, serial design,
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and validation until a shorter period after start of serial production. This brings the employees an
overview of the complete product development process including also purchase, quality,
production  and  sales  while  also  being  in  close  contact  to  the  external  customers  and  various
suppliers. During the life time of the product, design engineers are also being design responsible
thus also handling specific product support, internal to the production and quality departments
and externally towards customers and suppliers.

4.2.3 Organizational changes

The case has been subject for tough changes during a long period of time. However the core
business has remained the same partly due to the niche market requiring a deep knowledge and
long experience of such applications. Starting in 2001 the whole company was merged with a
huge MNC having a truly centralized management control system with similar processes globally.
After  some  years  all  processes  were  fully  integrated  and  while  the  core  business  of  the
department still remained the same, a major change was increased administration and change of
reporting structure as the levels to top management were multiplied, a natural consequence due
to the size of the company.

Since the start of the business unit the products were developed in Sweden and also produced in
the Swedish plant located not far away from the case. In 2008 the global crisis hit the company
really hard and the sales were dropped down to a bottom level in 2009. There were however no
layoffs  even  though  the  uncertainty  was  a  factor  affecting  all  employees.  End  of  2009  the
decision came to close down the plant in Sweden and transfer all products to a different plant
located in Hungary. The transfer was requiring a deep involvement of all engineers in the case to
secure the high quality expectations as well as deliveries at the same time as new projects were
running in parallel. Finally the Swedish plant was closed down beginning of 2012. In the middle
of this period the head of the business unit, in fact being the same person starting up the
business  back  in  the  eighties,  was  retired  and  a  new  manager  coming  from  the  same  Swedish
department was promoted to the role as department head while the business unit head was
appointed in Germany.

By  mid  2012  a  strategy  to  search  for  growth  options  was  centrally  launched  with  the
consequence to either pursue another company, look for mergers or to carve-out the business.
The latter was finally selected and the process was initialized in 2013 with a huge workload to
separate the pneumatic division from the completely centralized and well integrated system. All
employees were given the option to remain their employment within the MNC or to join the
carved-out company. All employees of the department decided to join the new company.

In 2014 the carved-out company was sold to a new owner focusing to further grow the business.
As a consequence from the carve-out the department by mid 2014 thus moved out from its old
facility  which was shared with different business area of the MNC not being part  of the carve-
out. The engineer offices and main part of the laboratory thus moved to a new location creating
a  new  start.  A  name  change  was  performed  during  2015  and  the  new  company  Aventics  was
founded.

During all organizational changes the core business of the case has remained the same and thus
also work content itself has not been subject for major changes.
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4.2.4 Age, employment time and personnel turnover

In order to strengthen the real life context general data such as employee turnover age and
employment time is reported below.

In Figure 4.1 the turnover rate have been calculated and compared to the average turnover rate
from white collar employees from Swedish industrial companies in 2005 to 2014 (Svenskt
näringsliv, 2015). The average turnover for the department during 2005 to 2014 was at 8,5%
while the reference industry was approximately 15%.

Figure 4.1 Employee turnover compared to Swedish industry (source: case internal)

Connected to the employee turnover, the average employment time during from 2004 to 2014 is
calculated and shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Employment time (source: case internal)

Even though there is no intention to break down the analysis to include possible variances based
on the age factor it may act as an important explanation to various results and thus the data have
been calculated and included in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Average and mean age (source: case internal)
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4.3 Data collection

Tashakkori & Teddlie (2009, p. 284) describes that “regardless of the approach or design of a
study, most data collection techniques can potentially yield qualitative and quantitative data that
maybe analyzed qualitatively or quantitatively”. An explorative approach would normally indicate
a quantitative method and the primary collected data will derive from archival data from
quantitative  surveys  conducted  within  the  case  during  7  years  of  time.  Such  kind  of  data  will
permit longitudinal findings from the case while also showing a comparable view between
factors within each year. The target with the data collection has been to reach a convergence of
evidence using triangulated data from multiple sources and a linear-analytic structure as
recommended by (Yin, 2014) and hence the primary data have been supported by secondary data
from interviews, observations and other archival records such as performance reviews and
development discussions. This secondary data will mainly corroborate the findings from the
archival data, yet also complement the data in case the archival data will have a lack of findings.
Hence,  the  collected  data  is  of  both  quantitative  and  qualitative  kind  but  the  method  for  data
analysis has been qualitative to put the findings into a stable context.

4.3.1 Archival records

Archival records from employees’ surveys during the years 2004 to 2011 have been reviewed, all
broken down to the single target group of knowledge workers to get a longitudinal study and
thus being considered as the primary and most important data of the study. Archival records are
to this study determined to be of most relevance but like stated by (Yin, 2014) carefulness must
be taken as the archival records have been produced from a different purpose than the case
study. Hence, a longitudinal comparison has been conducted while also considering different
groups and organizational levels to strengthen the findings. Where applicable the survey results
have also been supported by documented results from individual performance reviews,
development discussions as well as resignation interviews even though the specific source, year
and name/function of the employee is not shown for confidentiality and anonymous reasons.

The background for the employee surveys have been to measure the employee attitudes over
time in order to define appropriate actions based on the findings. These employee survey´s have
been conducted on a global level, from the divisional level and down to the single departments
for a comparison of the result. Both so-called blue collar and white collar have answered the
questions, however the single department results (level 1) contains as described in chapter 4.2
purely of white collar personnel specifically engineers with positions as development engineers,
product managers and project managers i.e. part of the definition of a knowledge worker. An
overview  of  the  different  surveys  and  corresponding  appendix  with  more  details  are  shown  in
Table 4.1.

Appendix
Survey

year
Level 1

(n)
Level 2

(n)
Total

(n)
No of

questions
Importance

rating
Fulfillment

rating

9.1 2004 6 250
(mixed) - 40 Yes Yes

9.2 2005 - 299
(mixed) - 33 Yes Yes

9.3 2007 14 645
(mixed) - 33 Yes Yes

9.4 2009 18 245 25 331
(mixed) 61 No Yes

9.5 2011 8 218 28 759
(mixed) 59 No Yes

Table 4.1 Available surveys from the case
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The data from the surveys have been sorted to cope to the content of this thesis and the single
questions are shown in appendix 9.1to appendix 9.5 for each year. This data collection is an
extract of the most important factors for this thesis and the questions have were possible been
grouped into below 5 groups in line with the propositions of the theoretical framework.

General satisfaction with typical survey statements “I like my job”, “In total I am satisfied with both
my work conditions and my business”

Autonomy with typical survey statements “I can make the decisions needed to manage my working tasks
myself”; “I receive all the information I need to do my job.”; “My work conditions makes it possible to combine
work life and private life”

Career/personal development with typical survey statements “In my work I have the possibility of
learning new things”; “I have the possibility to participate in the educational training and personal development
that  is  important  for  me”;  “The  more  I  perform,  the  better  are  my  possibilities  for  further  development  (more
interesting tasks, increased responsibility, advancement etc.)”

Praise/Recognition with typical survey statements “My manager gives me clear feedback of how I am
managing my work”; “If I make a good job I get sufficient praise and recognition from my manager”

Affiliation with typical survey questions “We have a very good team spirit within my group/department”;
“I am proud to work for the company”; “I identify myself with the company values”.

The grouping and results of above factors for each year are transparently shown in respective
appendix 9.1 to 9.5. Based on proposition number five considering group rewards versus
individual rewards there were however no direct findings in the surveys.

4.3.2 Interviews and observations

To corroborate the findings from survey data, historical interviews and observations have been
reviewed to find information related to the propositions of the theoretical framework. The data
derives from formal/informal resignation interviews, development discussions as well as both
past and recent observations based on the context knowledge of the insider (author). Due to
confidentiality reasons the names, positions and year of statement have been decided not to be
shown in the thesis. Since the number of employees are limited showing such data would risk to
jeopardize the individual integrity due to the transparency and thus only a table of the employee
number, background and employment time at the year of record is described in appendix 9.6 is
shown.  In total 18 records from 12 respondents have been used and all respondents are
engineers.

The  investigated  historical  data  partly  shows  a  lack  of  information  related  to  some  of  the
propositions from the theoretical framework and especially with aspect to proposition no 5,
newly made interviews have been conducted to achieve more data in order to support or reject
this proposition. 6 engineers where thus interviewed upon implementation of a new bonus
scheme for the group with aspect to the preference of individual versus group rewards to get an
indication of the strength of the individualism versus affiliation and strength of the group. These
respondents are included in the interview list of appendix 9.6.

A semi-structured life-world interview is by the definition “an interview with the purpose of
obtaining descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting the
meaning of the described phenomena” (Kvale, 2007, pp. 7-8). The interviews were thus
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conducted in a semi-structured matter where open-ended questions were prepared upfront but
allowing the respondent a freedom for an open discussion. To conduct an interview query as
part in a qualitative research it recommended to divide the process into seven different steps,
namely thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, verifying and reporting
(Kvale, 2007) and each step of the process is thus described  in order to defend the different
selections made.

The thematizing is describing the purpose and concept of the study, i.e. why and what question
and it is important that this step is done before selecting the method. This has been a natural
process within this thesis as it follows the guidelines from the course guide with several steps like
topic proposal, thesis proposal and theory special before the final thesis submission. Normally
interviews can have explorative or hypothesis-testing as a purpose (Kvale, 2007) and the former
has been selected as the thesis by exploring existing theory and research will perform a ranking
of rewards supported by the interviews.

The design was also planned before performing the interviews following the principles given by
reviewing the theory in depth based on the problem formulation. Interviews were planned up
front to be performed during the yearly performance review and development discussions
according to a short interview guide as described in Appendix 9.7. Interpersonal relations were
considered as well as the managerial-employee role that may affect the openness by the
interviewees, the latter showing of the importance of having a reflective approach as described
by (Kvale, 2007)

The interviews started with an internal briefing from general targets of the company, broken
down to department targets to be fulfilled by setting the individual targets in the performance
review. The openness of purpose was clear from the beginning, i.e. finding out the single
employee preferences to include their opinions before making decision regarding the bonus
system. Different techniques as described by Kvale (2007) was used such as follow-up questions
focusing on to extend the respondents answers by having a critical attitude based on the inter-
personal relationship but also by implementing a pause where appropriate letting the respondent
to reflect. The risk of reflexivity (Yin, 2014) i.e. risk of mutual influences was considered and
even if open-ended questions were prepared, they were adapted to the situation not to lose track
of the subject or affect the respondent to a certain opinion. Depending on the answers and
direction of the interview, some follow-up questions were thus prepared while others were
adapted to the conversation ending up with a more detailed discussions and elaboration of the
pros and cons from the statements of the respondents. A simple interview guide explaining the
approach is given in Appendix 9.7.

The interviews were transcribed by reflecting afterwards, as there were no notes taken with
aspect to the topic during the interview itself. The reason behind is like mentioned by Kvale
(2007) the risk of distracting and interruption the conversation. As the target was to have an
open and reflective dialogue the transformation of the verbal conversation to paper was
conducted after the meeting, however within the same day of the interview not minimize the risk
of forgetting the exact formulations. The formulations were also translated from Swedish into
English by the interviewer himself with a focus to get an as close translation of the original
formulation as possible avoiding potential interpretation mistakes.
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4.4 Data analysis

4.4.1 Analysis of archival data

The analysis of the quantitative data has been done using simple mean and average comparisons
from the archival survey results and there has been no statistical evaluation of the result. The
archival survey´s data is of a quantitative kind and a high number of total respondents, especially
considering the 2nd level  knowledge workers and mixed group of workers.  There was no access
to the raw data and as the survey questions have been slightly different between the years an
interpretation of the bundling of questions was made.

Importance rating of the factors by the employees is available only in the surveys from 2004, 2005
and 2007 and will act as input to a direct ranking of the factors from the propositions. With
aspect to employee satisfaction, Matzler, et al. (2004) when explaining different methods
however highlights that concern must be taken as employees may state that factors are being
important but when delivered they do not enhance satisfaction and the other way around.
Hence, the results will be strengthened with a second technique measuring the gap to satisfaction.

Gap to satisfaction has been used for the years 2007, 2009 and 2011 thus also permitting an overlap
to the data of importance rating. A bundling of the statements “I like my job” and “In total I am
satisfied with both my work conditions and my business” has been set as a reference level to reflect a
measurement of the general  satisfaction.  Factors having a result  higher than this  average are 1)
considered to be fulfilled within the company and 2) the factors that are increasing the general
satisfaction. In the same way it is predicted that factors below this average level are 1) not
fulfilled within the company and 2) are reducing the general satisfaction. This kind of
measurement technique is comparing the different factors to the general satisfaction in a similar
way  as  the  “Importance-Performance  Analysis”  (Matzler,  et  al.,  2004,  p.  1196)  where  an high
evaluation both in satisfaction and importance means opportunities; low satisfaction but high importance
means actions are needed; low  in  satisfaction  and  low  in  importance does not need priority; High
satisfaction but low importance shows that priority should be put elsewhere. However as the job
satisfaction  and  importance  are  interrelated  there  is  risk  of  a  faulty  assessment  (Matzler,  et  al.,
2004).

To reduce the risk for faulty assessments both techniques have thus been used with an
overlapping between the years. To further improve the reliability a comparison to the next level
group of knowledge workers has been performed as well as to the highest possible level of mixed
group (knowledge workers and traditional workers). In order to fully compare the results, the
survey from 2005 and 2007 having a 6 level likert scale has also been recalculated to a 5 degree
scale to be comparable to the survey results from 2004, 2009 and 2011. The original and
recalculated figures are shown in appendix 9.1 to 9.5 for a full transparency.

4.4.2 Analysis of interviews

The analyzing of interviews has mainly been done using pattern-matching technique between the
respondents by grouping the answers into the different factors from the propositions of the
theoretical framework and connecting to the findings from archival records as well as
observations. With aspect to validity the results shows what was intended to be investigated and
the reliability is considered as high based on the findings. When reporting the ethical aspect been
highly considered as the interviewer was also a manager of the respondents and for
confidentiality reasons there are no names provided in the paper. The pure target was also to get
a participative decision with aspect to the preferences of the employees to increase the general
satisfaction by implementing a fair and justified system. Thus there have been no other
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preferences but to get a reliable outcome from the answers and thus the results is expected to be
trustworthy.

4.4.3 Pattern matching

The outcome of the data has been put in a real life context following the results of a small group
of knowledge workers (the case) while also trying to consider the environmental factors that may
have influenced the result. Interviews and observations have been conducted to support the
findings and a detailed and deep description of the case has been targeting to bring valuable
input  to  the  context.  As  a  result  the  analysis  of  the  data  is  of  a  qualitative  kind  aiming  for  a
triangulation of data to strengthen the findings, a method recommended by (Yin, 2014). This
triangulation is considered as being reached by the two different measurement techniques as
described above, a longitudinal availability of data, references to next level knowledge workers
and mixed group where applicable as well as the support from interviews and observations.

Pattern matching technique (Yin, 2014) has then been used to compare the propositions deriving
from the explorative investigation of the existing theory and compare them to the pattern from
archival records and interviews targeting to strengthen or reject the propositions made in the
theoretical framework.

4.5 Reliability and Credibility

As the writer of this case-study also is working within the company acting as the case thus having
direct access to most of the information, the objectively may from an external point of view in
some aspects be questioned. The main aim with the study is however a ranking of the most
valuable rewards and based on comparing existing theory with findings from the case to gain a
practical usage within the actual company. Still, carefulness must be taken during insider
research. Like suggested by (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007) the strengths and weaknesses of the pre-
understanding of the organization and context as well as a distinguishing between the
organizational role and researcher role must be considered. Such reflexivity has been considered
throughout the process of data collection and analysis and strong efforts have been taken to keep
the objectivity independent of findings.

There are four tests suggested by Yin (2014) to judge the quality of research design, namely
Construct validity, Internal validity, External validity and Reliability. The Construct validity has been
strengthened by using multiple sources of literature and earlier research to get a chain of
evidence. The survey results are furthermore compared also to the next organizational level of
knowledge workers as well as the mixed group of traditional and knowledge workers on the
company level. Furthermore, the findings are supported by the results from interviews when
applicable. As shown in the theoretical framework, the internal validity is considered by visualizing
the logical model of the study such as the relation between rewards and content theories of
motivation and by the usage of pattern matching technique for analyzing the data. The external
validity, i.e. if the conclusions are valid for other research outside of the context is considered by
comparing the findings to earlier research and surveys by practitioners within the subject of
rewards. Furthermore the results have been put to the real-life context by a detailed description
of the case. Finally the reliability have also been considered as all for the study relevant questions
of the archival surveys as well as grouping into different rewards have been openly shown and
described to simplify a replication of the study by others, the latter also suggested by (Yin, 2014)
as a mean to strengthen the reliability. The case has however been subject for turbulent
organizational changes making it difficult to fully replicate the study but the comparison to the
next level of knowledge workers on a global level as well as the longitudinal available data is
strengthening the reliability of the findings.
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5 Empirical findings
This  chapter  starts  with  the  results  from  the  survey  including  more  detailed  results  within  the
different years of survey permitting to connect the findings with the data from the case and how
they may have affected the results. The results from interviews and observations are then
presented ending up with a summary of the findings to be connected to the findings from the
survey.

5.1 Employee surveys

Based on the construct validity and the various data from the surveys as well as how the surveys
were conducted, the results are presented in different subchapters followed by a summary of the
ranking between the years. Hence, as described in the method chapter a full transparency is
shown with aspect to the data triangulation permitting an analysis for judging also comparative
results within the single years to perform a deeper analysis in relation to the particular case and
real  world  context.  A  longitudinal  summary  of  the  factors  based  on  the  raw  data  collected  in
appendix 9.8 is presented in the end of the chapter connected to the findings from the interviews
and observations.

5.1.1 Longitudinal overview

Table 5.4 is showing the longitudinal overview from the department. Based on the findings P1-
autonomy has strengthened its position from 2009 while the fulfillment of P2-affiliation is reduced.
These two factors also show on an identical ranking in 2007 when comparing the two different
methods. The ranking of P2 - Praise/Recognition and P3-career/personal development seems to change
from year to year while the mean value still shows on the latter as more important.
1st level Knowledge worker
2004 – 2011

Importance ranking Gap to satisfaction Ranking

Proposition-factor 2004 2005 2007 2007 2009 2011 Mean
P1 – Autonomy 2 - 2 2 1 1 2
P2 - Praise/Recognition 4 - 3 4 4 3 4
P3 - Career/personal
development

3 - 4 3 3 4 3

P4 – Affiliation 1 - 1 1 2 2 1
P5 - Group/Individual - - - - - - -
Table 5.1 Summary of the empirical data from 1st level knowledge worker

Table 5.2 is summarizing the results from the next level knowledge workers within the
organization. In comparison to Table 5.1 it can be concluded that P4-affiliation for the next level
knowledge workers are of higher importance than P1-autonomy while the mean ranking remains
identical.  The ranking of P2 - Praise/Recognition and P3-career/personal development seems to change
from year to year in the same way as for the department.
2nd level knowledge worker
2009 – 2011

Gap to satisfaction

Proposition-Factor 2009 2011 Mean
P1 – Autonomy 2 2 2
P2 - Praise/Recognition 3 4 4
P3- Career/personal development 4 3 4
P4- Affiliation 1 1 1
P5- Group/Individual - - -
Table 5.2 Summary of the empirical data from 2nd level knowledge worker
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Table 5.3 is summarizing the results from the highest level of mixed group available during the
period. In comparison to the knowledge workers it can be concluded that P4-affiliation is  of
higher importance than P1-autonomy hence there seems to be no difference. It is also clear that P2
-praise/Recognition is more important than P3-career/personal development.

Mixed group 2004 – 2011
Proposition-Factor

2004 2005 2007 2009 2011 Mean

P1 – Autonomy 1 2 2 2 2 2
P2 -Praise/Recognition 3 3 3 3 4 3
P3 - Career/personal development 4 - 3 4 3 4
P4 – Affiliation 2 1 1 1 1 1
P5 - Group/Individual - - - - - -
Table 5.3 Summary of the empirical data from the highest level of mixed group responses

5.1.2 Importance rating - details

A rating of the importance was only conducted in the survey from 2004, 2005 and 2007,
however  year  2005  is  excluded  since  the  only  available  data  was  from  mixed  groups  and  not
knowledge worker specific. A graph summarize from the findings in appendix 9.1 and 9.3 is
shown in Figure 5.1 including a ranking of the rewards of proposition 1 to 4 (balloons).
Unfortunately no data was found in relation to proposition no 5. The more detailed results show
in 2007 on a lower rating of all factors except for P4-affiliation. The ranking however remains the
same.

Figure 5.1 Ranking of importance, survey 2004 and 2007

5.1.3 Gap to general satisfaction - details

In  the  survey  from 2009  and  2011  there  is  no  rating  of  the  most  important  factors.  Thus,  like
described in the method chapter the factors “I like my job” and “In total I am satisfied with both my
work conditions and my business” has been set as a reference level as a measurement of the general
satisfaction.  From  the  survey  results  described  in  appendix  9.3  to  9.5  a  ranking  of  the  factors
have  been  summarized  in  Figure  5.2  to  Figure  5.3  including  the  spread  of  the  answers  of  the
factors bringing an overview of the reliability of the mean value. Based on the construct of the
survey the scale is inverted, thus a lower value shows on a positive effect while a higher value is
perceived negatively compared to the reference level of general satisfaction.
In 2007 (Figure 5.2) P3-career/personal development ranked in the third position is showing on a
huge spread between he answers, indicating that this factor is highly individual. All other factors
are showing on a low spread. P2 -praise/Recognition has the worst fulfillment and is also the factor
having the least spread.
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Figure 5.2 Results and ranking from survey 2007

In 2009 (Figure 5.3) the spread of P3-career/personal development is reduced, yet still larger than for
the other factors. P2 -praise/Recognition still has the worst fulfillment and also the factor with the
least spread.

Figure 5.3 Results and ranking from survey 2009

In 2011 (Figure 5.4) shows on a significantly increased spread of all factors except for P2  -
praise/Recognition which also now is being ranked as number three, close to the same importance
as P4-affiliation.

Figure 5.4 Results and ranking from survey 2011
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When summarizing the results from Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 a ranking based on the
gap to the general satisfaction can be done according to Figure 5.5. This mean ranking shows on
that the fulfillment of P1-autonomy and P4-affiliation are way much higher ranked than P3-
career/personal development and P2 -praise/Recognition.

Figure 5.5 Ranking based on gap to job satisfaction

5.1.4 Next level knowledge workers - details

Another comparison of importance is between knowledge workers in different organizational
groups based on the relative gap to the general satisfaction as presented in chapter 5.1.3. Based
on available data, this comparison can be made only for the years 2009 and 2011, results are
shown in Figure 5.6 where the same conclusion as can be drawn. P1-autonomy and P4-affiliation are
way much higher ranked than P3-career/personal development and P2 -praise/Recognition.

Figure 5.6 Comparison to next level of knowledge workers, period 2009 – 2011

5.1.5 Mixed group comparison

The employee survey in 2005 was followed in a short period after the survey results from 2004,
yet the results was not broken down neither to department level nor separated knowledge
workers from the mixed group. Hence, the ranking is of low interest for this study. For analysis
purposes it is however interesting to show a comparison of the quantity of factors being rated of
high importance for a knowledge worker compared to a traditional worker. An overview
showing the comparison between 2005 (appendix 9.2, mixed group) and 2007 (and 9.3, mixed
group vs knowledge workers) is shown in Figure 5.7 resp. Figure 5.8. The knowledge workers are
in 2007 valuating in total 16 aspects as important (upper part of scale) while the mixed
respondent group rates only 3 aspects (2005) respectively 8 aspects (2007) which is an interesting
fact and confirms the early discussions of the thesis that the knowledge workers have completely
different demands. The importance and internal order of the first two factors are however
common, namely job satisfaction and affiliation between the groups, the former not used as a
factor but instead as the reference level in the analysis of the surveys from 2007 – 2011.
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Figure 5.7 Results from employee survey 2005 (mixed)

Figure 5.8 Results from employee survey 2007(mixed vs knowledge workers)

Yet another comparison of importance is the survey results showing the most important aspects
rated by the employees. Such a comparison between the knowledge workers on department level
to the total mixed group on a country level from available data in 2004 and 2007 is shown in
Figure 5.9 and is clearly visualizing that a knowledge worker is valuing all four factors higher
than the mixed group of respondents.

Figure 5.9 Comparison of employee rating to mixed group

Finally, the total mixed group ranking during the full period 2004 to 2011 based on the mean
value from the data in appendix 9.1 to appendix 9.5 is summarized and ranked in Figure 5.10.
The strength of P4-affiliation is on a similar level as for a knowledge worker.
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Figure 5.10 Ranking compared to general satisfaction 2004 - 2011 (mixed group)

5.2 Interviews, development discussions and observations

Due to confidentiality reasons the names, positions and year of statement have been decided not
to be shown in the thesis. Since the number of employees is limited showing such data would
risk to jeopardize the individual integrity due to the transparency and thus only a table of the
employee number, background and employment time at the year of record is described in
appendix  9.6.  The  investigated  data  partly  shows  a  lack  of  information  related  to  some  of  the
factors of the theoretical framework and the summary of the different observations, informal
interviews, archival records from development discussions and semi-structured interviews is thus
described below the different subchapters below.

5.2.1 Autonomy

During the years many employees have expressed the importance of (and lack of) empowerment
which is clearly connected to the autonomy. One example given is the statement by employee
number 7 (E#7) “I have the responsibility to be on time, on spec, on budget but I have neither the mandate nor
the empowerment needed to fulfill it” who actively pushed for more autonomy within the work
content. Furthermore, E#7 and E#10 have repeatedly expressed the lack of sufficient mandate
in yearly development discussions and performance reviews.

5.2.2 Praise/Recognition

The only data with aspect to praise and recognition was stated by (E#4),  “Positive feedback from
customers brings the greatest satisfaction”.

5.2.3 Career/personal development

A couple of the employees have during the year’s highlighted lack of personal development such
as E#4 upon leaving the company stated “I consider the future potentials for my personal development as
limited  in  case  of  not  moving  abroad.  My  new  position  will  also  increase  my  salary  level”.  In  a  yearly
performance review, E#8 also stated that “there is a lack of training programs and if there is training it is
held internally”.

5.2.4 Affiliation

There was unfortunately no data found with aspect to affiliation and no additional interviews
were performed showing on the importance of this factor.

5.2.5 Individual versus group rewards and justice factors

From observations the past years statements like “There is a bad connection between the target fulfillment
and the outcome for the salary revision” (E#11), “We are doing the hard work and the sales guys are getting the
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cred for it” (E#3) and “Even persons working in the public sector has a bonus system, why don´t we?” (E#6)“
which shows on individual differences. Some employees are pushing hard for the individual
target fulfillment and relation to the pay level while others are considering the equity factor and
comparison to others as more important. Based on such observations it is difficult to draw any
conclusions.

Upon implementation of a new bonus scheme for the group, thus 6 employees were given the
beforehand planned open-ended question “How  do  you  value  an  incentive  system  based  on  individual
performance and target fulfillment versus a system based on department targets and an equal group reward to
everyone?”.

The interviews were performed during the yearly individual performance review, in an open and
informal matter according to the interview guide in appendix 9.7. After receiving the
spontaneous answer a deeper discussion was conducted for the employee to motivate and
explain why they made their preferences without trying to guide them into a certain direction.

The  spontaneous  answers  from  all  employees  were  quite  surprisingly  that  group  rewards  were
preferred. Among the arguments given by the employees there are statements like “we have always
open discussions together and it would be difficult to distinguish between whom contributed the most to a specific
target” (E#6); “If I pick-up one idea from a colleague around the coffee-table it does not feel fair that I should get
the praise for it even if being the one pushing it through the organization to reach the target” (E#9) and “we are
always dependent of each other as well as other functions to fulfill the targets, our business is no one-man show”
(E#5).

Follow-up questions depending on the answer were prepared to get a deeper discussion within
the subject. If the respondent where preferring an individual reward, similar arguments like
above would have been given. However as all respondents spontaneously mentioned group
rewards  this  scenario  was  never  realized.  The  follow-up  question  at  the  opposite  extreme  was
stated “How would you react if you are doing all the hard-work while your colleague is basically doing nothing
but you both will still be paid the same incentive pay?”.

The answers and discussions were varying from “We are a small team with deep cooperation and such
would hardly occur I our department” (E#5) to “Yes, this if this occurs it would feel both injustice and unfair”
(E#1).  The  responses  now  indicated  some  individual  difference  and  after  a  longer  and  more
detailed discussion all respondents were after reflecting over the question more in depth and
instead preferred a “system in between”, where the individual efforts somehow should be
rewarded but the justice factor was again highlighted as the most important but also that the
differences in pay should not be too high as they are working as one team.

Upon the final question “Considering a system ‘in between’, would you prefer an overweight to group incentives
or individual incentives and what would be the preferable share?” in fact none of the respondents was able
to  give  a  firm  answer  but  the  group  incentive  was  considered  by  all  respondents  to  be  more
important than an individual incentive. The yearly performance review was then conducted in a
more formal matter. Afterwards the same question was repeated to the respondents to see if
additional reflection would change the results, but all respondents were sticking to their answers.
The  arguments  defending  a  overweight  towards  group  rewards  were  due  to  the  justice,  equity
factor and expressed concerns of taking the credit for someone else’s work/contribution.
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5.3 Results

The empirical findings from survey data, interviews and observations in chapter 5.1 to 5.2 have
been combined with the environmental factors from the case described in chapter 4.2 been
summarized into Table 5.4. The first three propositions are supported by the interview findings
where no evidence was found with aspect to P4–affiliation. The interview findings from P5-
group/individual indicates however an indirect support to the strength of affiliation by the
preferences of group rewarding. Considering the real-world context an interesting finding is that
during the organizational change P4-affiliation had a reduced ranking while P1-autonomy gets  a
higher ranking.

1st level Knowledge worker
2004 – 2011

Importance ranking Gap to satisfaction Ranking Supported

Proposition/factor 2004 2005 2007 2007 2009 2011 Mean Interviews
P1 – Autonomy 2 - 2 2 1 1 2 E#7,E#10
P2 - Praise/Recognition 4 - 3 4 4 3 4 E#4
P3 - Career/personal
development

3 - 4 3 3 4 3 E#4,E#8

P4 – Affiliation 1 - 1 1 2 2 1 -
P5 - Group/Individual - - - - - - - Group
Environmental factors
Organizational change No No No Yes Yes - -

Personnel turnover - 14% 0% 0% 25% - -
Mean age 40 41 43 45 46 - -
Mean employment time 5 5 7 7,5 9,5 - -
Table 5.4 Longitudinal summary of the empirical data from 1st level knowledge worker
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6 Analysis
When  comparing  the  results  from  the  department  (Table  5.4)  to  the  next  level  knowledge
workers (Table 5.2)  and mixed group results  (Table 5.3)  from the mean values of the data it  is
clear that P4-affiliation is ranked as reward number one followed by P1-autonomy. The ranking of
rewards  in  Table  6.1  shows  that  these  two  factors  are  also  identical  to  the  next  level  of
knowledge workers as well as to the total level of the mixed group. Hence, no difference can be
found specific to a knowledge worker without a more detailed analysis put in a proper context.

Proposition/Factor

Department Next level
knowledge workers

Largest available
mixed group

P4 – Affiliation 1 1 1

P1 – Autonomy 2 2 2

P3 - Career/personal development 3 4 4
P2 -Praise/Recognition 4 4 3
P5 - Group/Individual Group - -
Table 6.1 Ranking of rewards from propositions

In the surveys from 2004, 2005 and 2007 there is a rating by the employees of how important a
single factor is while such judgment is missing in the more recent surveys from 2009 and 2011. A
ranking  from  the  former  results  was  shown  in  chapter  5.1.2  yet  with  detailed  data  from
knowledge workers being available only from 2004 and 2007. From this ranking in Figure 5.1
and the mean value between 2004 and 2007 P4-affiliation is being ranked as the highest followed
by P1-autonomy, P3-career/personal development and P2-praise/recognition.  In  the  survey  results  from
2007 (Figure 5.1) the latter three was however being ranked almost equally high by the
knowledge workers while P4-affiliation still was ranked as number one. Like stated in the method
chapter carefulness must be taken when measuring employee satisfaction and to minimize the
risk for faulty conclusions a comparison to the result was presented in chapter 5.1.3, i.e. a
measurement of the relative gap to the general  satisfaction as this  would strengthen or confirm
the findings. The ranking presented in Figure 5.5 shows that P1-autonomy in such measurement is
ranked higher than P4-affiliation but  that  the  gap  to P3-career/personal development and P2-
praise/recognition as well as the order remains the same. Hence, it can only be concluded that P1-
autonomy and P4-affiliation are  the  most  valued  rewards  but  that  further  analysis  is  needed  to
conclude a ranking in between them. A comparison to the next level of knowledge workers is
thus considered as appropriate as it both brings the results from a larger group of respondents
on a global basis thus covering possible cultural and local factors affecting the result from the
small department located in Sweden.

In Figure 5.6 the ranking of the factors from the global level of knowledge workers are different
compared  to  the  result  from  the  small  department  and  shows  on P4-affiliation being highest
ranked followed by P1-autonomy, i.e. a ranking being identical as the rating of importance factors
according to Figure 5.1. This result only confirms the conclusion that the P1-autonomy and P4-
affiliation are way much more valued than the P3-career/personal development and P2-praise/Recognition
and the comparison thus strengthen the importance ranking made by the employees.

Still, the different results deserve some additional explanations as it needs to be put in relation to
the real world context as described in the method chapter. Since the company during the past 15
years have been subject for several huge organizational changes it would be natural to predict a
negative impact on the personnel turnover as well as the employee survey results, especially with
aspect to general satisfaction in year 2009 and 2011 which would be expected to have a lower
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rating due to the decision to close down the Swedish plant. With aspect to personnel turnover
according to Figure 4.1 there is a peak in 2011 but while the general satisfaction is lower in 2011
than in 2009 it is still higher than in the years 2005 and 2007 where the organization was being
stable. Job mobility within the knowledge worker group is according to Englmaier, et al. (2014)
high but as shown in Figure 4.1 the average employee turnover rate is  in fact  much lower than
the average turnover rate within the industry this indicates that 1) the dissatisfaction factors from
the surveys have not been strong enough to push people to leave and/or 2) the satisfaction
factors are strong enough to keep people on board. Thus, there seems to be no explanation to be
found with aspect to organizational changes.

Still  it  is  reasonable to assume that  those changes would have some effect  in an attitude survey
measurement and to strengthen the findings when testing the propositions from the theoretical
framework, the single factors over time are presented in relation to the discussion below.

6.1 Autonomy

The first proposition that Autonomy is one of the two most valued non-monetary rewards for a knowledge
worker can be confirmed both by the importance grading by the employees as well as by
knowledge workers on the next global level of the survey. Autonomy is one of the two strongest
factors with a positive relation to the general satisfaction like shown in Figure 6.1. The gap to the
general satisfaction has been on a stable level all over the year’s even if slightly strengthen in
2011. The mean value is just above the general satisfaction.

Figure 6.1 Autonomy gap to general satisfaction

With aspect to Interviews, development discussions and observations the importance of the
Autonomy factor was highlighted by E#7 and E#10 (Table 5.4)  and even if  the statements are
expressing a lack of autonomy, these statements are strengthening the importance. The
importance of P1-autonomy was  fully  expected  and  by  no  means  shows  any  new  findings  as  its
importance have been highlighted for more than half a century. It is fully supported by the
motivational theories (Maslow, 1943; Bassous, 2015; Hackman & Oldham, 1975; Ryan & Deci,
2000), the definitions of a knowledge worker (Drucker, 1999; Benson & Brown, 2007; Mládková,
et  al.,  2015;  Wang  &  Ahmed,  2003)  as  well  as  some  of  the  earlier  survey  results  from  both
researchers and practitioners (Horwitz, et al., 2003; Schlechter, et al., 2015). The high rating from
this  case  study  is  only  confirming  what  is  already  known thus  a  bit  surprising  to  find  that  HR
professionals within companies still seems to underestimate the importance (Table 2.12).

In relation to the mixed group it can however based on Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 be concluded
that  autonomy  is  far  more  important  for  a  knowledge  worker  than  for  the  mixed  group  in
general which shows that the different preferences for these kind of workers.
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6.2 Praise/Recognition

The second proposition that P2-praise/Recognition is one of the two most valued non-monetary rewards for
a knowledge worker is rejected. In fact it is ranked as of lowest importance by knowledge workers in
the  department  (Figure  5.1)  which  is  confirmed  by  the  gap  measurement  in  (Figure  5.5).  A
comparison to the next level knowledge workers (Figure 5.6) as well as the comparison to the
total mixed group (Figure 5.9) however shows on P2-praise recognition to be ranked as the thirdly
most  important  reward  and  the  same result  can  be  seen  within  the  single  year  of  2011  for  the
department (Figure 5.4). The latter difference visualized in Figure 6.2. There is however a
significant strengthening in 2011 which need some further explanations. What may be the reason
for the strengthening during the most turbulent period of organizational changes and production
transfer as described in chapter 4.2.3? There are a variety of circumstances having possible
influences. One may be related to a change of management, another perhaps the managerial
behavior to increase the satisfaction of the employees by more attention to change management.
Yet other reasons may refer to the increased involvement by all engineers during the transfer
project increasing the feeling of being important to the organization. Furthermore, praise and
feedback received from the customer like stated by E#4 may have influenced this result as well
and hence is not possible to fully find the reason for the difference based on the data collected in
this thesis.

Figure 6.2 Praise/Recognition gap to general satisfaction

While P2-Praise and recognition still were found to have a high rating of importance but a low
fulfillment level it indicates a weaker relationship to retaining factors which also may be related
to the group of respondents used to work in close relationship with customers and that the
praise/recognition is fulfilled by other means than the attention from the manager. In this
context  it  may  also  be  connected  to  the  McClelland  (1961)  theory  of  achievement,  where  the
achievement itself may be the main driver of satisfaction (Miner, 2005) thus reducing the need of
other forms of praise and recognition. With aspect to the differences between importance rating
and relation to general satisfaction the single factors may also be subject for change over time.
Like described by Matzler, et al., (2004) referring to the so-called Importance-Performance
Analysis (IPA) used for comparing the employees perceived importance of a single factor to the
rated satisfaction a low satisfaction but high importance means actions are needed.  However the
survey results are showing on a high gap to the general satisfaction over a longer period of time
still having a lower personnel turnover compared to market (Figure 4.1) while also the average
employment time is increasing (Figure 4.2). Hence there can be no conclusions drawn with
relation to retention.

In relation to the mixed group it can based on Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 be concluded that also
P2-praise/recognition is  far  more  important  for  a  knowledge  worker  than  for  the  mixed  group in
general.
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6.3 Career/Personal development

The third proposition P3-Career/Personal development is for a knowledge worker highly valued but lower
ranked than Autonomy and Praise/Recognition is found to be partly incorrect. Like shown in Figure
6.3 it is being ranked negatively compared to the general satisfaction, much lower than P1-
autonomy but still higher than P2-Praise/Recognition.

Figure 6.3 Career/personal development gap to general satisfaction

With aspect to the importance rating by the employee the gap is however less and P3-
Career/Personal development is ranked as the third most important factor. Connected to Interviews,
development discussions and observations the importance of the P3-Career/Personal development
was highlighted by E#4 and E#8 expressing a lack of training which is confirming the gap to the
general satisfaction. The fulfillment rating is also reduced during the years of organizational
changes (2009 resp. 2011).

P3-Career/Personal development is being ranked as of quite equal importance as P2-praise/recognition
while the fulfillment level is considered to be low based on the gap to general satisfaction. With
aspect to Interviews, development discussions and observations the factor was highlighted by
E#4  and  E#8  expressing  a  lack  of  training  which  is  confirming  the  gap  to  the  general
satisfaction. Based on the IPA analysis this would indicate that actions are needed, however
considering the retaining rate and average employment time no such conclusions can be drawn
based on this particular case. P3-career/personal development is  from  the  knowledge  worker
definition however really important (Drucker, 1999) supported by Table 2.2, Table 2.3
(Mládková, et al., 2015) and Figure 2.2 (Wang & Ahmed, 2003). From motivation theories it is
also highlighted by the advancement (Herzberg, 1968) as well as self actualization (Maslow, 1943)
while also being part of the total rewards of Table 2.5 in Table 2.6.

Hence, the factor may be of more importance than what is being indicated in the findings. One
reason may be related to the interpretation of the questions by the respondents and that personal
development deriving from challenges, achievement and the job itself is not really considered,
the importance of the latter shown to be overestimated by HR departments (Table 2.12). Yet
another explanation may be based on the large spread between the individuals as visualized in
Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 where career/personal development has a larger spread
compared to the other factors being measured.

In relation to the mixed group it can based on Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 also be concluded that
P3-Career/Personal development is far more important for a knowledge worker than for the mixed
group in general.
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6.4 Affiliation

The forth proposition P4-Affiliation  is  for  a  knowledge  worker  lower  ranked  than  Autonomy  and
Praise/Recognition is rejected since affiliation in the measurements of gap is ranked as the second
most important factor while being number one in the same measurement for knowledge workers
on the next level as well as when the employees directly ranks the importance. Yet, when
comparing the difference between P4-Affiliation (Figure 6.4)  and P1-Autonomy (Figure 6.3)  it  can
be concluded that it is really small.

Figure 6.4 Affiliation gap to general satisfaction

Based on the results from interviews an explanation of the strong affiliation ranking may be
found in  the  answers  by  E#5 i.e. “we are always dependent of each other […]”, “[…] our business is no
one-man show” and “we are a small team with deep cooperation […]”. The affiliation factor is also shown
to be the highest important factor independent of being a knowledge worker or a traditional
worker and also on a global level which is a truly interesting fact.

In 2007 there was a positive influence of affiliation which significantly dropped down 2009 and
2011 (Figure 6.4) creating a negative mean value over the period indicating that the general
satisfaction related to affiliation dropped down during the same period as the Swedish plant was
closed down and the personnel turnover increased. The latter may indicate that the affiliation
factor thus is the most valued reward to retain within the company however the mean value is
still only slight below the general satisfaction and much higher than both P3-career/personal development
and P2-Praise/recognition which also may indicate the two latter factors was being the reason for
leaving the company. Hence, no firm conclusions can be drawn but the importance of affiliation
as a factor remains valid.

The findings of P4-affiliation being  as  equal  important  as P1-autonomy was not predicted. The
common strengths of these factors brings interest to the theory of achievement (McClelland,
1961), at least for the knowledge worker within this particular case. The achievement theory of
McClelland have in various research shown on a high importance to entrepreneurial behavior
and performance (Miner, 2015) and considering the branch and products of the case in chapter
4.2 may explain the results. Affiliation is in fact supported by several motivation theories
(McClelland, 1961; Davis, et al., 1997; Hackman & Oldham, 1975) and also referred to in various
research (Malmi & Brown, 2008; Chen, et al., 1999) as well as literature (Tonnquist, 2012;
Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012). I also fits well into some the part of the specific properties of
the knowledge worker definition such as the expertise association in Figure 2.2 (Wang & Ahmed,
2003), mutual interdependence (Benson & Brown, 2007) and the rating of good colleagues in
Table  2.3  (Mládková,  et  al.,  2015).  Based  on  the  findings  from  the  case  and  data  analysis  the
affiliation is ranked as number one also for the mixed group and hence the importance is not
unique for a knowledge worker (Figure 5.9). This is supported by the theoretical framework
where it is expected that there is no clear distinction between Theory X and Theory Y and the
social needs by Maslow will influence all kinds of workers thus being divided in the construction
(Figure 3.1).
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In relation to the mixed group it can based on Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 be concluded that this
factor is on the same importance and hence not specific for a knowledge worker. It can also be
discussed  whether  affiliation  is  to  be  counted  as  a  reward  or  not  but  at  least  it  is  part  of  the
management control system to get the employees to act in accordance with the company values,
(Malmi & Brown, 2008). Like higlighted in the detailed case description (chapter 4.2) the core
values and organizational culture within the company are widely spread and continuously
supported and maintained to all employees independent of the kind of work. This leads to a
reflection within this context is if a kind of internalization have taken place i.e. the external
regulation  from  values,  attitude  and  regulatory  structure  is  transformed  into  an  internal
regulation of the employees (Gagné & Deci, 2005).

6.5 Individual or group rewarding

The last proposition A knowledge worker is valuing individual rewards based on achievement in front of group
rewards have been found to be inverted in this study. From the interviews and observations the
group factor seems to be stronger than the individual achievement factor at least when coming
to monetary rewards. Even though the knowledge worker is described as highly individualistic
(Wang & Ahmed, 2003) the group and justice factor seems to be much stronger than the
individual property. The results may of course depend on the selection of the interview
respondents; a small team of knowledge workers working in close cooperation thus the external
validity may be questioned. However based on Adams (1963) theory of equity the measured ratio
in comparison to others is of importance where the beliefs about a fair and equitable return for
the job contribution as well as a comparison of the perceived exchange with other employees is
highlighted. These kind of justice factors have been highlighted by e.g. Rynes, et al., (Summer
2002), George (2015) and (Morrel, 2011) as highly important and in the particular case of
engineers by Petroni & Colacino (2008) where they describe the engineers as particularly
sensitive to unfairness, a statement fitting directly into the results of the interviews.

The findings are also likely related to the high ranking of affiliation and that a strong group and
interdependence with others also makes the comparison to others highly important. The average
employment time is also relatively high which may influence the results as the personal relation
to other colleagues may be strong. One interesting reflection is once again related to the
McClelland (1961) theory of achievement as explained by Miner (2005) the reward does not have
to come from others as the achievement itself is satisfying when being based on the efforts.
Furthermore, for e.g. project and product managers with lack of position power the affiliation i.e.
personal relationship needs to be strong (Miner, 2005) which further explains the reason for a
high importance of affiliation as well as the relation to group and individual rewards.
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7 Conclusions and Implications
Based on the variety of results from both scholar and practitioner research with aspect to
different rewards and factors for motivating knowledge workers this thesis aimed to answer the
question which are the most valuable rewards for retaining a knowledge worker .

This  thesis  has  by  an  extensive  review  of  existing  theory  conducted  a  single  case  study  and
concluded that that the difference between Autonomy and Affiliation is  really  small  and  thus  an
internal  rating  between  the  two  would  not  be  considered  as  trustworthy  especially  based  on  a
qualitative research. Hence, the conclusion from the empirical findings and analysis is that
Autonomy and Affiliation both are ranked as the most important rewards followed by
Career/Personal development and Praise/Recognition.

The purpose of this thesis was except to rank the most valuable non-monetary rewards to retain
knowledge workers also to bring a guideline to companies which kind of rewards to focus on in
their total rewards packages to avoid organizational knowledge loss.

Firstly, this thesis shows that the importance of affiliation within  the  case  is  not  specific  to  a
knowledge worker as a group but highly valued for all employees. Even though this high
importance for a knowledge worker was not expected, affiliation is based on the theoretical
framework built on content theories of motivation expected to have an influence to all kind of
workers. If affiliation should be classified as a reward of simply a basic need remains open but its
importance should by no means be neglected. The findings also indicate that having a strong
affiliation tends to reduce the individualism which from the theory was expected to be central for
a knowledge worker.

Secondly, the thesis has confirmed the strong importance of autonomy for a knowledge worker
also strongly supported by the content theories of motivation as well as the past decades of
research. It has also shown that autonomy, praise/recognition and career/personal development is  of  far
more importance for a knowledge worker than to a mixed group of workers which may act as an
important input to HR professionals to reduce the existing gap between the ratings of
importance (Table 2.12).

Thirdly, this thesis has by a theoretical framework based on content theories of motivation
brought a theoretical foundation to the system of total rewards defined by practitioners. Even if
carefulness should be taken in relation to the real world context of the case the simple overview
and expected interrelations between the content theories of motivations brings a good overview
to HR professionals considering the importance of non-monetary rewards.

7.1 Suggestion for future research

Firstly, this thesis was made on a small group of knowledge workers and even if being compared
to a larger group of respondents on a global  level  it  would be of interest  to replicate the study
based on a dedicated quantitative survey as other factors may be even more valued considering a
different context. A high satisfaction level for only a couple of the factors may be sufficient to
retain knowledge workers to compensate for an under-fulfillment of other factors. The findings
from this explorative and qualitative research is not sufficient to give a statistical significant result
and  an  explanatory  study  using  a  dedicated  quantitative  survey  is  thus  suggested  for  future
research.

Secondly, the rejected proposition of individual rewards being of less importance than group
rewards would benefit of getting more attention in the research. As the reference group of this
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study  contains  a  small  team of  engineers  working  close  together  for  many  years  it  may  be  that
they are not representative for knowledge workers as a whole. Are knowledge workers really
individualistic driven and is there a difference towards other kinds of workers? This thesis
indicates that there is no difference between the groups within the context of the case.

Thirdly, this thesis have bundled the work-life perceptions of a knowledge worker into the
reward autonomy as freedom within work but also outside of work is considered to be of most
importance for autonomy. However if there is insufficient support by management this may put
a high pressure to the knowledge worker not to instead affect the work-life negatively. Based on
flexible working times and the possibilities for work at any place, at any time equipped with the
advantages of new technology and solutions the work-load may become higher with a granted
freedom.  Hence,  it  would  be  interesting  to  find  out how the  autonomy given is  affecting  the  work-life
preferences and perhaps study the actual working time as a factor related to the perceived stress
level for knowledge workers with and without this kind of given autonomy.
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9 Appendixes

9.1 Employee survey 2004

Dept level (knowledge workers): 6
Mixed group: 250
Likert scale: 1 to 5
No of questions:  40
Response rate: Not available

Background
Three years after the merger with the huge MNC the first 2004 employee survey was conducted.
The only available source from 2004 is the detailed results from the department at that time
consisting of knowledge workers and a reference to the next level of 250 employees (knowledge
worker and traditional workers). The survey at that time was conducted both rating the
importance of each factor and how well it is perceived to be fulfilled using a Likert scale with 5
levels  from 1 (lowest)  to 5 (highest).  The survey consisted of 40 questions and the result  from
factors within the scope of this paper is shown in appendix 9.1.

Group Factor
Importance

(N = 6)

Importance
Mixed group

(N=300)

Fulfilment
(N = 6)

Autonomy Freedom – own initiatives 5.0 4,6 4.3
Career and personal
development

Developing work tasks 5.0 4,3 4.3

Affiliation Cooperation within group 5.0 4,7 4.0
Autonomy Affect work situation 4.8 4,5 4.2
Affiliation Participate in decisions 4.7 4,6 3.8
Autonomy Clear empowerment/mandate 4.5 4,5 3.3
Career and personal
development

Development plan 4.5 4,0 3.3

Praise/Recognition Praise 4.2 4,2 3.4
Career and personal
development

Development discussions 4.2 4,1 3.2

Table 9.1 Results from employee survey 2004 (source: company internal)
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9.2 Employee survey 2005

Dept level (knowledge workers): Not available
Mixed group: 299 (31,9% knowledge workers)
Likert scale: 1 to 6
No of questions:  33
Response rate: 82%

Background:
The employee survey in 2005 was followed in a short period after the survey results from 2004,
the results was not broken down to department level and also considered only the part of the
company  within  a  specific  division.  A  survey  of  33  statements  were  sent  out  to  in  total  299
persons with 244 respondents whereof 68,1% blue collar workers and 31,9% while collar
workers which within this company is relevant to the definition of a knowledge worker. The
questioner  was  now using  a  Likert  scale  with  six  levels  where  1  = fully  satisfied  and  6  = fully
dissatisfied, i.e. a different scale and order compared to 2004. The results were unfortunately not
broken down between the two different kinds of workers, the raw data is not available and thus
the results shown are not specific for a knowledge worker.

No Question/statement Importance
(0 to 100)

Fulfilment
(1 to 6)

Fulfilment *)
(1 to 5)

2 I enjoy my job 100 3,0 2,6
7 There is a very good team spirit in my department 77 3,0 2,6
5 I receive all the information I need to do my

job. 57 3,3 2,8

20 Necessary decisions are implemented quickly. 47 4,0 3,4
9 My supervisor gives me clear feedback on my

performance. 44 3,5 3,0

Table 9.2 Results from employee survey 2005 (source: company internal AS05).
*) Recalucaltion to a 5-degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)
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9.3 Employee survey 2007

Dept level (knowledge workers): 14
Mixed group: 645 (30% knowledge workers)
Likert scale: 1 to 6
No of questions:  33
Response rate: 82%

Background:
The survey from 2007 was conducted using the same management consultant company and
method as 2005 using similar 33 statements evaluated by a 6-level Likert scale. The survey was
submitted to 645 employees with 526 respondents, both blue collar and white collar workers, the
latter corresponding to approximately 30% of the respondents. The results are also broken down
to the level of 14 respondents of knowledge workers within the same business area as the survey
from 2004 which means that a comparison is possible. The survey consisted of 40 questions and
the result from factors within the scope of this paper is shown in appendix 9.3.

No Question/statement
Importance
(0 to 100)

Importance
(mixed
group,

N=526)

Fulfilment
(1 to 6)

Fulfilment
*)

(1 to 5)

General satisfaction I enjoy my job 100 100 2,6 2,3

Affiliation There is a very good team
spirit in my department 83 75 2,7 2,4

Career and
personal
development

In my work I have the
possibility to learn new
things

75 56 2,5 2,2

Work Content
Praise and Recognition

My supervisor gives me
clear feedback on my
performance.

67 49 3,8 3,2

Work Content
Autonomy

I receive all the
information I need to do
my job.

67 44 2,9 2,5

Work Content
Autonomy

I know what is expected
from me 67 40 2,4 2,1

Career and
personal
development

I am satisfied with the
educational training and
personal development
that is available to me

58 34 4,0 3,4

Work Content
Autonomy

I have sufficient mandate
to make the decisions
needed to manage my
working tasks

50 31 2,6 2,3

Table 9.3 Results from employee survey 2007 (source: company internal AS07).
*) Recalculation to a 5-degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)

General Satisfaction
Q2: “I like my job” QZ1: “In total I am satisfied with both my

work conditions and my business”
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Combined satisfaction index 2,75 (2,4*)
Mixed group 2,60 (2,3*)

Table 9.4 General satisfaction (source: company internal, AS07).
*) Index recalculated to a 5 degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)

Autonomy
Q26:  I have sufficient mandate to make the

decisions needed to manage my working tasks
Q7: I receive all the information I need to do

my job.

Combined satisfaction index 2,75 (2,4*)
Mixed group index 2,75 (2,4*)

Table 9.5 Autonomy factors (source: company internal, AS07).
*) Index recalculated to a 5 degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)

Career and personal development
Q18: In my work I have the possibility of

learning new things
Q20: I am satisfied with the educational

training and personal development that is
available to me.

Combined satisfaction index 3,25 (2,8*)
Mixed group index 3,10 (2,68*)

Table 9.6 Career and personal development factors (source: company internal, AS07).
*) Index recalculated to a 5 degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)
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Praise/Recognition
Q13: My manager gives me clear feedback of
how I am managing my work

Combined satisfaction index 3,8 (3,2*)
Mixed group index 3,10 (2,68*)

Table 9.7 Praise and recognition factors (source: company internal, AS07).
*) Index recalculated to a 5 degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)

Affiliation
Q10:  We  have  a  very  good  team  spirit  in  my
department

Q31: I am proud to work for the company

Combined satisfaction index 2,65 (2,32*)
Mixed group index 2,50 (2,20*)

Table 9.8 Affiliation factors (source: company internal, AS07).
*) Index recalculated to a 5 degree scale based on S(5) = 0,2 + 0,8*S(6)
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9.4 Employee survey 2009

Dept level (knowledge workers): 18
2nd level (knowledge workers): 87
3rd level (knowledge workers): 256
Total level (mixed group): 25331
Likert scale: 1 to 5
No of questions:  61
Response rate: Shown for single question

Background:
In  the  survey  from 2009  there  was  no  rating  of  the  most  important  aspects.  Thus,  in  order  to
find  the  related  rating,  the  factors  “I  like  my  job” and “In  total  I  am  satisfied  with  both  my  work
conditions and my business” has been set as a reference level as a measurement of the general
satisfaction. Factors having a result higher than this average are 1) considered to be fulfilled
within the company and 2) the factors that are increasing the general satisfaction. Factors below
this  average  level  are  1)  not  fulfilled  within  the  company  and  2)  is  reducing  the  general
satisfaction.

Figure 9.1 Likert scale for employee survey 2009 (source: company internal AS09)

General Satisfaction
Q10: “I like my job” Q12: “In total I am satisfied with both my work

conditions and my business”

Combined satisfaction index (N=18) 2,05
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=256) 1,80

Mixed group index (N=25331) 2,05
Table 9.9 General satisfaction (source: company internal, AS09).

Autonomy
Q8:  I have sufficient mandate
to make the decisions needed
to manage my working tasks

Q4: I  receive  all  the
information I need to do my
job.

Q10: My work conditions
makes it possible to combine
work life and private life

Combined satisfaction index 2,00
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=256) 2,00

Mixed group index (N=25331) 2,23
Table 9.10 Autonomy factors (source: company internal, AS09).

Career and personal development
Q13: In my work I have the
possibility of learning new

Q14: I have the possibility to
participate in the

Q15: The more I perform, the
better are my possibilities for
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things educational training and
personal development that is

important for me

further development (more
interesting tasks, increased
responsibility, advancement

etc.)

Combined satisfaction index 2,80
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=256) 2,47

Mixed group index (N=25331) 2,70
Table 9.11Career and personal development factors (source: company internal, AS09).

Praise and recognition
Q30: My manager gives me clear feedback of
how I am managing my work

Q31: If I make a good job I get sufficient praise
and recognition from my manager

Combined satisfaction index 2,90
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=256) 2,35

Mixed group index (N=25331) 2,65

Table 9.12 Praise and recognition factors (source: company internal, AS09).

Affiliation
Q23:  We  have  a  very  good
team spirit within my
group/department

Q56: I am proud to work for
the company

Q50: I identify myself with the
company values

Combined satisfaction index 2,23
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=256) 1,80

Mixed group index (N=25331) 2,03
Table 9.13 Measure of Affiliation (group) factor (source: company internal, AS09).
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9.5 Employee survey 2011

Dept level (knowledge workers): 8
2nd level (knowledge workers): 71
3rd level (knowledge workers): 218
Total level (mixed group): 28759
Likert scale: 1 to 5
No of questions: 59
Response rate: Shown for single question

Background:
The survey from 2011 was similar to the survey from 2009 where there is no rating of the most
important factors, only the level of fulfillment was measured and to find a rating the same
approach as in 2009 have been used, i.e. the three factors for the general satisfaction has been
used as a reference level. The survey was also conducted in a similar way as 2009 using 59 closed-
ended statements requesting an answer according to the same Likert scale (Figure 9.1).

In total 28580 employees were participating in the survey with the results broken down to 4
hierarchic areas

- 8 knowledge workers in Sweden
- 71 knowledge workers from the next upper level
- 218 knowledge workers from the next upper level
- 28580 knowledge and traditional workers on the total company level

General Satisfaction
Q9: “I like my job” Q11: “In total I am satisfied with both my work

conditions and my business”

Combined satisfaction index (N=8) 2,35
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=218) 1,90

Mixed group index (N=28759) 2,05
Table 9.14 General satisfaction (source: company internal, AS11).

Autonomy
Q7:  I can make the decisions

needed to manage my working
tasks myself

Q4: I receive all the
information I need to do my

job.

Q10: My work conditions
makes it possible to combine

work life and private life

Combined satisfaction index (N=8) 2,20
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=218) 2,10

Mixed group index (N=28759) 2,23
Table 9.15Autonomy factors (source: company internal, AS11).

Career and personal development
Q12: In my work I have the
possibility of learning new

things

Q13: I have the possibility to
participate in the educational

training and personal
development that is important

for me

Q14: The more I perform,
the better are my

possibilities for further
development (more

interesting tasks, increased
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responsibility, advancement
etc.)

Combined satisfaction index (N=8) 3,10
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=218) 2,43

Mixed group index (N=28759) 2,63
Table 9.16 Career and personal development factor (source: company internal, AS11)

Praise and recognition
Q30: My manager gives me clear feedback of
how I am managing my work

Q31: If I make a good job I get sufficient praise
and recognition from my manager

Combined satisfaction index (N=8) 2,55
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=218) 2,55

Mixed group index (N=28759) 2,65
Table 9.17 Praise and recognition factors (source: company internal, AS11).

Affiliation (group)
Q23: We have a very good
team spirit within my
group/department

Q57: I am proud to work for
the company

Q50: I identify my self with the
company values

Combined satisfaction index (N=8) 2,53
Largest knowledge worker group index (N=218) 1,73

Mixed group index (N=28759) 1,97
Table 9.18 Affiliation (group) factor (source: company internal, AS11)
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9.6 List of employees, observations, interviews and records

Employee no Background Employment time (upon year of record)
1 Engineer <5
2 Engineer >10
3 Engineer >10
4 Engineer 5-10
5 Engineer 5-10
6 Engineer >10
7 Engineer 5-10
8 Engineer <5
9 Engineer >10
10 Engineer >10
11 Engineer >10
12 Engineer 5-10

Table 9.19 List of employees from interviews, observations and archival records
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9.7 Interview guide

The development discussion and performance review is transcribed on paper during the session,
however to get an open and reflective dialogue it is recommended to avoid notes during the
interview concerning the extra question. Instead the interview should be transcribed afterwards
not to distract and interrupt the conversation.

Before entering the performance review and development discussion the first part of the
interview question shall be performed. The reason is to avoid that the personal target setting may
affect the answers as it may be selected by the respondent on basis of the target setting and it is
thus of most importance that the meeting starts with the interview.

Start  up the conversation with a debriefing using an introductory question like “Do you remember
the new strategy announcement from last year”. Use techniques like adding a silence to get the responder
to speak freely. Then expand the discussion using some follow-up questions like “What about the
connection from the growth targets to the department targets”? explaining the overall targets broken down
to  the  department  target.  Once  you  feel  that  you  have  an  open  discussion,  start  to  explain  the
new incentive system planned to be introduced and that the employee´s opinion is of most
importance and will be considered before finalizing the scheme. When you feel that the dialogue
is  on an open level,  start  to structure the interview by using an open-ended but direct  question
entering into the subject such as

“How do you value an incentive system based on individual performance and target fulfillment versus a system
based on department targets and an equal group reward to everyone?”

After receiving the spontaneous answer, try to encourage a deeper discussion for the employee
to motivate and explain why they made their preferences without trying to guide them into a
certain direction. Depending on the answer it may be appropriate to add follow-up questions like
“what do you mean with…?” to repeat some of the wordings and enter to a more deep
discussion of why the answer was given. If the spontaneous first answers were highlighting
group rewards as most preferable, use interpreting questions like “So you mean that group rewards due
to the fact that…?”  getting the employee to reflect and defend the position. Probing questions like
“Can you give some more examples…?” may also be beneficial.

Before moving into the formal part of the interview, put also a question to the opposite extreme
such as “How would you react if you are doing all the hard-work while your colleague is basically doing nothing
but you both will still be paid the same incentive pay?” and elaborate this question based on a similar
technique like earlier described.

Finally, ask the employee a final question “Considering a system ‘in between’, would you prefer an
overweight to group incentives or individual incentives and what would be the preferable share?”.

Permit minimum 10 minutes to elaborate and try to get an answer to the question. Then thank
the respondent for the honest discussion and start up the more formal development discussion
and performance review.

After the performance review is finalized, open up the interview question once again to validate
the  opinion remains also after all  facts  have been presented such as actual  target  setting.  Take
note whether the respondent changed or modified his mind after reflecting during the full
conversation.

Transcribe the findings into paper during the same day as the interview.
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